Introducing Nameofthelord777
Ministry Short History and Focus
Short History of our Ministry we are non denominational Self funded Ministry. We started in 2013
January with two branches one in Mandaue Cebu and now others in Palawan Philippines. Because of
the Deceptions of the Last Days Revealed as he promised in these last Days like no Third Temple, Last
Trump , Babylon is Fallen Fallen, and the Flat Earth we have chosen to consolidate our emphasis into
two Ministries one reaching Philippines and the USA via Internet(God revealed the Flat earth in late
2016). Second we still have 144 active Ministry with thousands of others receiving sandals as a gift
emphasizing God’s love for them. of on two Islands from 3 years to 90 years of age. (Three Ministries in
Palawan are soon to be revived as the Latter Rain is coming.) We Seek to reach the Lost and edify the
Saved through the PROMOTION OF BIBLE TEACHING RELEVANT TO THE LAST DAYS i.e. BIBLE
READING/TEACHING AND SCRIPTURE MEMORIZATION. We also have Many You Tube’s and PowerPoint
studies of Various Topics Relevant to the Bible and Christian Living and of course the End Times or Last
Days. Our Emphasis is to prepare and alert the World’s Christians to the imminent danger in our perilous
End Times and the fact that all signs point to Tribulation and at its end the Rapture and Coming Kingdom
of God on Earth known as the Millennium. Nameofthelord777 Ministry can be contacted in Philippines
by our

Main Web Page at Thelasttrump777.wordpresss.com
and Flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com

Genesis 1:6 And God said, Let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters, and let it
divide the waters from the waters. 7 And God made the firmament, and divided the waters
which were under the firmament from the waters which were above the firmament: and it
was so. The Globe is one of the greatest Deceptions ever tried by Satan. (What are you
believing and why Try a taste of the truth it will be bitter in your mouth than turn to honey in
your heart!!!)

SHEOL

Our Last Days, Jesus Return is Imminent, Flat Earth Family.
Left to Right: Joy, Achiah, Grace and Mark

Isaiah 19:19 In that day shall there be an altar to the LORD in the midst of the land of Egypt, and a
pillar at the border thereof to the LORD. (Giza Pyramid)
20 And it shall be for a sign and for a witness unto the LORD of hosts in the land of Egypt: for they
shall cry unto the LORD because of the oppressors, and he shall send them a saviour, and a great one,
and he shall deliver them. (See our Future studies for connection to the Last Days 2011-2019) If
Mason’s leave alone you can find us as This will show the “Design Boss for the Giza Pyramid” in Feet,
Sacred Cubits, Royal Cubits and ALL NEW FLAT EARTH DESIGN MILES?

“The World is Decaying from seemingly
Harmless Wizard of OZ Promoting Witches
to the latest Obamanation of Transgender
Bathrooms and an Altar to Baal was built in
London and almost in New York City.
Finally the USA Olympic Gymnasts have to
wear a Uniform honoring Baphomet!
Prepare for Holocaust type persecution ”

Your almost Late and your Future awaits are you
on the road to Destruction of Eternal Life???

Baphomet is Not only in Detroit he is in the Olympic Uniforms! When will America see
its Destiny of Destruction and Christians REPENT. Washington DC is on the 77 Parallel.
77= False Prophet/Mystery Babylon???

Baphamet statue came on July 25, 2015 to USA
it is everywhere integrated into our culture
even the Olympic Uniforms…

Baphamet is everywhere Leave the Worlds System and come Back to the
Plan of God’s Salvation. His Desire is that None are lost!!!

Revealed from God August 11, 2017 .Vive LasVegas Key in Kingsman Movie confirms
our Sept. 30,2017. Las Vegas Shooting of a gunman MK Ultra controlled with 23
Guns(Death and punishment) and 33= ties to Masons and the size of the Sun. Wake up
America!!!

Baphomet is Not only in Detroit he is in the Olympic Uniforms! When will America see its
Destiny of Destruction and Christians REPENT. Washington DC is on the 77 Parallel. 77=
False Prophet/Mystery Babylon???(aligned with Mecca)
The Nazis were not killed and Defeated in
WW2 they moved to America to Head Nasa
and all other Organizations ie Mason’s.
Washington DC is on the 77th Longitude. In
Biblical Numerology 77=False Prophet. It is
Clear as the Bible Says Mystery Babylon will
be THE World Leader of Military and Sin.
(55 Million Abortions and the Leader in
exporting Pornography to the World. ie 7080%. ) If your pride has blinded you as Matt.
24:10-12 says it will you better get ready for
Chaos. Hillary has just killed 6 people in the
last 6 weeks and CNN has said nothing.
When they come for you if you smell like a
Christian you will cry and no one will come.
Your Only Hope is Trust in Jesus of the
BIBLE. God has raised up enemies to Bring
you down since you have not decided to
Pray and Repent. Ie ISIS created by
Obama(Antichrist Forerunner), Russia
(Magog), and Iran (Persian Empire). May

Caution!!!
Advanced Studies
follow the order or
risk getting prideful
and turning back to
the world for
wisdom>>>

1. OphirisPhilippines.com
Return of Jesus foretold clearly in the Giza Pyramid Our Premier site Honoring the King of Kings and his Return!!! Special
Bonus Links to The Latest Revelations of “The God Culture and the Location of Eden, Ophir, Havilah, and Sheba all in the
PHILIPPINES!!!

2. Thelasttrump777.wordpress.com
Last Days info with a bit of everything and Archived Studies

4. Flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com
Author’s Design of God’s Flat Earth

6. Trumpputinerdoganobamaantichrist.com
Know Satan the Antichrist and his Deceptions

3. Godslastdayswisdome.com
Matt. Chap. 24 the Blue Print of the Last days in Jesus own words!

5. Nameofthelord777.wordpress.com
Basic Ministry and Biblical Foundational Studies

7. Future Effort
Not revealed to the Author at this time… stay informed and keep
looking up your redemption draweth nigh!!!

Nameofthelord777 Ministry
Promising to tell the Greatest Story
Ever of Jesus Return in these Last
Days, as long as I have Breathe!!!
OCC – Oasis of Christ’s Children
2013-Millennium

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leelands 14 year plan with Sun and Moon Speed Revelations

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

I’am I’am and the
deceiver is NOT I’AM

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!)

Mark Twain a
mason, speaks
the truth. It is
easier to fool
the people
than convince
them they have
been fooled!!!

God’s Flat Earth: Everything
Comes from Giza Gods witness
and testimony. Isa 19,20
31,504 mi

Great White throne of
Judgment=Rev. 20:11
God’s
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New Jerusalem
=Rev. 20:11
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Sea Level
When Traveling Down the Firmament the Sun changes 10.84 miles
per day in elevation. The Sun and Moon as they both travel a
Fibonacci curve they cris crossing down the firmament creating the 14
phases of the moon. The Moon changes elevation per day by 67.05
miles a day and stays at 45 ° to the Flat Earth North Pole.

God’s Throne = 88022 mi. above the NP = Great
White Throne of Judgment Rev. 20:11

New Jerusalem =
31,504 mi. = Rev. 21:2

4950 mi.

3960 mi.

Sun and Moon Horizontal
Speeds moving in the firmament

2970 mi.

6th = 12,870 mi. Venus & Mars
5th = 7920 mi. Mercury & Earth

7th = 20,790 mi. Saturn & Jupiter Jesus & NJ

Jesus Abode = 31,680 mi.
8th = 33,660 mi. Neptune & Uranus

9th = 54,450 mi. Pluto & Angels

10th Firmament = God’s Throne= 88,022 mi.
(88022 Trump text)

Teaching the keys to the heights
and distances of the Sun and
the Moon from
Sea Level and the
North Pole.

 778 mph at the Tropic of
Cancer (BNM=Good News)
 1037 mph at the Equator
(BNM=Falling Away)
 1296 mph at the Tropic of
Capricorn (BNM= New
Jerusalem)

Sea Level

When Traveling the Firmament, the Sun with a complete cycle = 365.24 days changes 10.84 miles in elevation as it travel a
Fibonacci curve crisscrossing the Moon down the firmament. The Moon creating the 14 phases changes elevation and increases
by 67.05 miles a day with a complete cycle = 59.06 days. Daily snapshots from the same spot will create the Analemma. For
More Details go to flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com

History is not Arbitrary it
is moved along by the
Hand of God!!!

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

When you realize the Whole Universe is a fractal from the Giza Pyramid of Height .091122159
Miles tall then You might want to rethink you meaning associated with the number 911.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

When you realize the Whole Universe is a fractal from the Giza Pyramid of Height .091122159
Miles tall then You might want to rethink you meaning associated with the number 911.

Our Theory on How History Repeats the Masons stole the Sacred Geometrrys that built Giza and the Ancient world so it only makes sense
28
to use it to explain how History Repeats…the Vesica Pices below is the main star in the squaring of the circle that describes so well our
Universe!!! When something has happened in the past then it will probably manifest in the present if the people have not corrected the
28
errors. Same is true with the churches of the ages explained in Revelation 2 and 3 the mistakes of the first church are passed to the secon
Yea
only Philedephia was able to break the curse and follow God with their Whole Heart…
1st Century Ephesus 1 Unto the angel of the church of Ephesus write; 4
Nevertheless I have somewhat against thee, because thou hast left thy first love. 5 Remember therefore from whence
thou art fallen, and repent, and do the first works; or else I will come unto thee quickly, and will remove thy candlestick
out of his place, except thou repent. To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of life, which is in the midst of
the paradise of God.

1st Century church in Smyrna

Age 2017-2023 Modeling the Laodicea Church Oct. 31, 1999 the Methodist Church
turned its back on Luther's protestant revelation and went back under the apostate
Catholic church The Great Awakening was the Philadelphia a Church. These that
Repent and overcome will will I grant to sit with me in my throne, even as I also
overcame, and am set down with my Father in his throne.

write; 9 I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty,
(but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue
of Satan. He that overcometh shall not be hurt of the second death.

1736-1742 Modeling the Philadelphia chruch The Great Awakening in
Europe and America. Those that keep this will be made I make a pillar
in the temple of my God, and he shall go no more out: and I will write
upon him the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God,
which is new Jerusalem, which cometh down out of heaven from my
God: and I will write upon him my new name.
1442-1448 Modeling the Sardis Church with the flaws of
the Lords return. Those that repent the same shall be clo
and I will not blot out his name out of the book of life, bu
before my Father, and before his angels. 6 He that hath a
the Spirit saith unto the churches.

1st Century church in Pergamos write;

13 I know thy works, and where
thou dwellest, even where Satan’s seat is: and thou holdest fast my name, and hast not denied my faith, even
in those days wherein Antipas was my faithful martyr, who was slain among you, where Satan dwelleth. 14 But
I have a few things against thee, because thou hast there them that hold the doctrine of Balaam, who taught
Balac to cast a stumblingblock before the children

1st Century church in Thyatira write;

1154-1160 Modeling thje Church of Thyatiran wi
Jezebel, which calleth herself a prophetess, to tea
servants to commit fornication, and to eat things
21 And I gave her space to repent of her fornicati
not . To those that Repent and overcome I will m
27 And he shall rule them with a rod of iron; as th
shall they be broken to shivers: even as I received

19 I know thy
works, and charity, and service, and faith, and thy patience, and thy works; and the last
to be more than the first. 20 Notwithstanding I have a few things against thee, because
thou sufferest that woman Jezebel, which calleth herself a prophetess, to teach and to
seduce my servants to commit fornication, and to eat things sacrificed unto idols. 21 And
I gave her space to repent of her fornication; and she repented not. 26 And he that
overcometh, and keepeth my works unto the end, to him will I give power over the
nations: 27 And he shall rule them with a rod of iron; as the vessels of a potter shall they
be broken to shivers: even as I received of my Father.

866-872 Modeling the Church of Pergamon with flaws of
Seat of Satan nd you martyred Antipas. And To him that
will I give to eat of the hidden manna, and will give him a
and in the stone a new name written, which no man kno
he that receiveth it

1st Century church in Sardis write

2 Be watchful, and strengthen the
things which remain, that are ready to die: for I have not found thy works perfect before God. 3 Remember
therefore how thou hast received and heard, and hold fast, and repent. If therefore thou shalt not watch, I
will come on thee as a thief, and thou shalt not know what hour I will come upon thee. 5 He that
overcometh, the same shall be clothed in white raiment; and I will not blot out his name out of the book of
life, but I will confess his name before my Father, and before his angels

1st Century church

in Philadelphia write; These things saith he that is holy, he that is true, he that hath the key of David, he that
openeth, and no man shutteth; and shutteth, and no man openeth; 8 I know thy works: behold, I have set before thee an open door, and no man can
shut it: for thou hast a little strength, and hast kept my word, and hast not denied my name. 9 Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan,
which say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, I will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved thee. 10
Because thou hast kept the word of my patience, I also will keep thee from the hour of temptation, which shall come upon all the world, to try them
that dwell upon the earth. 11 Behold, I come quickly: hold that fast which thou hast, that no man take thy crown. 12 Him that overcometh will I make a
pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall go no more out: and I will write upon him the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God, which
is new Jerusalem, which cometh down out of heaven from my God: and I will write upon him my new name. 13 He that hath an ear, let him hear what
the Spirit saith unto the churches.
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578-584 Modeling the Church of Smyrna with flaws 9
works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich
blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are
synagogue of Satan. And To him that overcometh sha
the second death.
1st Century church in Thyatira write; 19 I know thy works, and charity, and service, and faith, and thy
patience, and thy works; and the last to be more than the first. 20 Notwithstanding I have a few things against
thee, because thou sufferest that woman Jezebel, which calleth herself a prophetess, to teach and to seduce my
servants to commit fornication, and to eat things sacrificed unto idols. 21 And I gave her space to repent of her
fornication; and she repented not. 26 And he that overcometh, and keepeth my works unto the end, to him will I
give power over the nations: 27 And he shall rule them with a rod of iron; as the vessels of a potter shall they be
broken to shivers: even as I received of my Father.

288 -294 Modeling thje Church ofEphysus with flaws 9 I know thy
works, patience. Howerver because thou hast left thy first love. him
that overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of life, which is in the
midst of the paradise of God.

Revelation
Chapter 2
•

1 Unto the angel of the church of Ephesus write; These things saith he that holdeth the seven stars in his right hand, who walketh in the midst of the seven
golden candlesticks; 2 I know thy works, and thy labour, and thy patience, and how thou canst not bear them which are evil: and thou hast tried them which
say they are apostles, and are not, and hast found them liars: 3 And hast borne, and hast patience, and for my name’s sake hast laboured, and hast not
fainted. 4 Nevertheless I have somewhat against thee, because thou hast left thy first love. 5 Remember therefore from whence thou art fallen, and repent,
and do the first works; or else I will come unto thee quickly, and will remove thy candlestick out of his place, except thou repent. 6 But this thou hast, that
thou hatest the deeds of the Nicolaitans, which I also hate. 7 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches; To him that
overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of life, which is in the midst of the paradise of God. 8 And unto the angel of the church in Smyrna write; These things
saith the first and the last, which was dead, and is alive; 9 I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of
them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan. 10 Fear none of those things which thou shalt suffer: behold, the devil shall cast
some of you into prison, that ye may be tried; and ye shall have tribulation ten days: be thou faithful unto death, and I will give thee a crown of life. 11 He
that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches; He that overcometh shall not be hurt of the second death. 12 And to the angel of the
church in Pergamos write; These things saith he which hath the sharp sword with two edges; 13 I know thy works, and where thou dwellest, even where
Satan’s seat is: and thou holdest fast my name, and hast not denied my faith, even in those days wherein Antipas was my faithful martyr, who was slain
among you, where Satan dwelleth. 14 But I have a few things against thee, because thou hast there them that hold the doctrine of Balaam, who taught Balac
to cast a stumblingblock before the children of Israel, to eat things sacrificed unto idols, and to commit fornication. 15 So hast thou also them that hold the
doctrine of the Nicolaitans, which thing I hate. 16 Repent; or else I will come unto thee quickly, and will fight against them with the sword of my mouth. 17
He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches; To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the hidden manna, and will give him a
white stone, and in the stone a new name written, which no man knoweth saving he that receiveth it. 18 And unto the angel of the church in Thyatira write;
These things saith the Son of God, who hath his eyes like unto a flame of fire, and his feet are like fine brass; 19 I know thy works, and charity, and service,
and faith, and thy patience, and thy works; and the last to be more than the first. 20 Notwithstanding I have a few things against thee, because thou sufferest
that woman Jezebel, which calleth herself a prophetess, to teach and to seduce my servants to commit fornication, and to eat things sacrificed unto idols. 21
And I gave her space to repent of her fornication; and she repented not. 22 Behold, I will cast her into a bed, and them that commit adultery with her into
great tribulation, except they repent of their deeds. 23 And I will kill her children with death; and all the churches shall know that I am he which searcheth
the reins and hearts: and I will give unto every one of you according to your works. 24 But unto you I say, and unto the rest in Thyatira, as many as have not
this doctrine, and which have not known the depths of Satan, as they speak; I will put upon you none other burden. 25 But that which ye have already hold
fast till I come. 26 And he that overcometh, and keepeth my works unto the end, to him will I give power over the nations: 27 And he shall rule them with a
rod of iron; as the vessels of a potter shall they be broken to shivers: even as I received of my Father. 28 And I will give him the morning star. 29 He that hath
an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.

Revelation
Chapter 2
•

1 Unto the angel of the church of Ephesus write; 4 Nevertheless I have somewhat against thee, because thou hast left thy first love. 5 Remember therefore from whence thou art fallen, and repent, and do the first works; or else I will come unto thee quickly, and
will remove thy candlestick out of his place, except thou repent. To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of life, which is in the midst of the paradise of God.

•

8 And unto the angel of the church in Smyrna write; 9 I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan. He that overcometh shall not be
hurt of the second death.

•

12 And to the angel of the church in Pergamos write; 13 I know thy works, and where thou dwellest, even where Satan’s seat is: and thou holdest fast my name, and hast not denied my faith, even in those days wherein Antipas was my faithful martyr, who was
slain among you, where Satan dwelleth. 14 But I have a few things against thee, because thou hast there them that hold the doctrine of Balaam, who taught Balac to cast a stumblingblock before the children of Israel, to eat things sacrificed unto idols, and to
commit fornication. To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the hidden manna, and will give him a white stone, and in the stone a new name written, which no man knoweth saving he that receiveth it.

•

18 And unto the angel of the church in Thyatira write; 19 I know thy works, and charity, and service, and faith, and thy patience, and thy works; and the last to be more than the first. 20 Notwithstanding I have a few things against thee, because thou sufferest
that woman Jezebel, which calleth herself a prophetess, to teach and to seduce my servants to commit fornication, and to eat things sacrificed unto idols. 21 And I gave her space to repent of her fornication; and she repented not. 26 And he that overcometh, and
keepeth my works unto the end, to him will I give power over the nations: 27 And he shall rule them with a rod of iron; as the vessels of a potter shall they be broken to shivers: even as I received of my Father.

Revelation
Chapter3
•

Revelation

•

Chapter 3

•

1 And unto the angel of the church in Sardis write; These things saith he that hath the seven Spirits of God, and the seven stars; I know thy works, that thou
hast a name that thou livest, and art dead. 2 Be watchful, and strengthen the things which remain, that are ready to die: for I have not found thy works
perfect before God. 3 Remember therefore how thou hast received and heard, and hold fast, and repent. If therefore thou shalt not watch, I will come on
thee as a thief, and thou shalt not know what hour I will come upon thee. 4 Thou hast a few names even in Sardis which have not defiled their garments; and
they shall walk with me in white: for they are worthy. 5 He that overcometh, the same shall be clothed in white raiment; and I will not blot out his name out
of the book of life, but I will confess his name before my Father, and before his angels. 6 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the
churches. 7 And to the angel of the church in Philadelphia write; These things saith he that is holy, he that is true, he that hath the key of David, he that
openeth, and no man shutteth; and shutteth, and no man openeth; 8 I know thy works: behold, I have set before thee an open door, and no man can shut it:
for thou hast a little strength, and hast kept my word, and hast not denied my name. 9 Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they
are Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, I will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved thee. 10 Because thou hast
kept the word of my patience, I also will keep thee from the hour of temptation, which shall come upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth.
11 Behold, I come quickly: hold that fast which thou hast, that no man take thy crown. 12 Him that overcometh will I make a pillar in the temple of my God,
and he shall go no more out: and I will write upon him the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God, which is new Jerusalem, which cometh
down out of heaven from my God: and I will write upon him my new name. 13 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches. 14
And unto the angel of the church of the Laodiceans write; These things saith the Amen, the faithful and true witness, the beginning of the creation of God; 15
I know thy works, that thou art neither cold nor hot: I would thou wert cold or hot. 16 So then because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will
spue thee out of my mouth. 17 Because thou sayest, I am rich, and increased with goods, and have need of nothing; and knowest not that thou art wretched,
and miserable, and poor, and blind, and naked: 18 I counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in the fire, that thou mayest be rich; and white raiment, that thou
mayest be clothed, and that the shame of thy nakedness do not appear; and anoint thine eyes with eyesalve, that thou mayest see. 19 As many as I love, I
rebuke and chasten: be zealous therefore, and repent. 20 Behold, I stand at the door, and knock: if any man hear my voice, and open the door, I will come in
to him, and will sup with him, and he with me. 21 To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with me in my throne, even as I also overcame, and am set down
with my Father in his throne. 22 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.

Revelation
Chapter 3
•

1 And unto the angel of the church in Sardis write 2 Be watchful, and strengthen the things which remain, that are ready to die: for I have not found thy works perfect before God. 3 Remember therefore how thou hast received and heard, and hold fast, and repent. If therefore thou shalt not watch, I will come on thee as a thief, and thou shalt not know what hour I will come upon thee. 5 He that overcometh, the same shall be clothed in
white raiment; and I will not blot out his name out of the book of life, but I will confess his name before my Father, and before his angels

•

7 And to the angel of the church in Philadelphia write; These things saith he that is holy, he that is true, he that hath the key of David, he that openeth, and no man shutteth; and shutteth, and no man openeth; 8 I know thy works: behold, I have set before thee an open door, and no man can shut it: for thou hast a little strength, and hast kept my word, and hast not denied my name. 9 Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan,
which say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, I will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved thee. 10 Because thou hast kept the word of my patience, I also will keep thee from the hour of temptation, which shall come upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth. 11 Behold, I come quickly: hold that fast which thou hast, that no man take thy crown. 12 Him that overcometh will I
make a pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall go no more out: and I will write upon him the name of my God, and the name of the city of my God, which is new Jerusalem, which cometh down out of heaven from my God: and I will write upon him my new name. 13 He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit saith unto the churches.

•

14 And unto the angel of the church of the Laodiceans write 15 I know thy works, that thou art neither cold nor hot: I would thou wert cold or hot. 16 So then because thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will spue thee out of my mouth. repent. 20 Behold, I stand at the door, and knock: if any man hear my voice, and open the door, I will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with me. 21 To him that overcometh will I grant
to sit with me in my throne, even as I also overcame, and am set down with my Father in his throne.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

When you realize the Whole Universe is a fractal from the Giza Pyramid of Height .091122159
Miles tall then You might want to rethink you meaning associated with the number 911.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

God Knows the Beginning from the End History is not
Arbitrary but God Ordained

Of King Authors 12
Knight s of the
Round table Sir
Galahad was One of
the Key
Players(Coincidence
is Not Kosher)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Gala Had was the name of one of the Characters in Kingsman

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

When you realize the Whole Universe is a fractal from the Giza Pyramid of Height .091122159
Miles tall then You might want to rethink you meaning associated with the number 911.

Hillary is Jezebel and Bill
Clinton is Ahaz Donald
Trump is King Cyrus
Jonathan Cahn's paradigm

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Bible Characters are not in Control of History. History
is Not Arbitrary. If you live in these Last days Your
Knee will bow!!!
gods number 36 is used by the occult
2 Chronicles
Chapter 28
1 Ahaz was twenty years old when he began to reign, and he reigned sixteen years in Jerusalem: but he did not that which was right in the sight of the LORD, like David his
father: 2 For he walked in the ways of the kings of Israel, and made also molten images for Baalim. 3 Moreover he burnt incense in the valley of the son of Hinnom, and
burnt his children in the fire
: ie 36 years old when he died… Ahaz is Bill Clinton he expanded Abortion to the whole world and his wife Jezebel Hillary was bad to the bone see Johnathan cahns
Pardidmgn explaing hilly and bill and Trump repearing history…
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EXALTED MAN:
Warrior

6

6

MAN: Flesh, Lie

36

Isa. 2 v O house of Jacob, come ye, and let us walk
Gen 36
5
in the light of the LORD.

Isa.2 :1-5. The word that Isaiah . . . saw indicates that this is a separate prophecy from that of chapter 1.
The prophetic perfect tense implies that the prophet sees the future as though it had already
happened. The passage is repeated in Micah 4:1-4 in similar form. The setting is the millennial age,
when the nations of the world will come to the Holy City (Jerusalem) to learn the ways of God. Christ
Himself is pictured as the Judge who will direct the affairs of nations during His millennial kingdom.
Thus the weapons of war will be turned into tools of peace and economic productivity.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Bible Characters are not in Control of History. History
is Not Arbitrary. If you live in these Last days Your
Knee will bow!!!
gods number 36 is used by the occult

George Saros

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Bible Characters are not in Control of History. History
is Not Arbitrary. If you live in these Last days Your
Knee will bow!!!
gods number 36 is used by the occult

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Enemy of God=
George Saros will be dead soon!!!
George Recently tried to
interced in Hungarian Politics
only to Lose

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!) Enemy of God=
George Saros will be dead soon!!!
George Recently tried to intercede in Hungarian
Politics only to Lose

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off some of
his most ardent enemies!!!) Enemy of God= George Saros will
be dead soon!!!

Bible Characters are not in
Control of History. History is
Not Arbitrary. If you live in
these Last days Your Knee
will bow!!! Jehoiada died at
age 130.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Bible Characters are not in Control of History. History is Not
Arbitrary. If you live in these Last days Your Knee will bow!!!
Jehoiada died at age 130.
2 Chronicles 24:15 ¶ But Jehoiada waxed old, and was full of days when
he died; an hundred and thirty years old was he when he died.
Numbers 7:13 And his offering was one silver charger, the weight thereof was an hundred and
thirty shekels, one silver bowl of seventy shekels, after the shekel of the sanctuary; both of them
were full of fine flour mingled with oil for a meat offering:

130

DESPISE INHERITANCE

5

26

GOSPEL

130

And it was told the house of David, saying,
Syria is confederate with Ephraim. And his
Num Isa. 7 v
heart was moved, and the heart of his
13
2
people, as the trees of the wood are
moved with the wind.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Bible Characters are not in Control of History. History is Not
Arbitrary. If you live in these Last days Your Knee will bow!!!
Jehoiada died at age 130.
Genesis 5:3 ¶ And Adam lived an hundred and thirty years, and begat a son in his own likeness,
after his image; and called his name Seth:
Genesis 47:9 And Jacob said unto Pharaoh, The days of the years of my pilgrimage are an hundred
and thirty years: few and evil have the days of the years of my life been, and have not attained unto
the days of the years of the life of my fathers in the days of their pilgrimage.
Numbers 7:13 And his offering was one silver charger, the weight thereof was an hundred and
thirty shekels, one silver bowl of seventy shekels, after the shekel of the sanctuary; both of them
were full of fine flour mingled with oil for a meat offering:

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Bible Characters are not in Control of History. History is Not
Arbitrary. If you live in these Last days Your Knee will bow!!!
Gods Number 8.
Remember Noah repopulated the earth with 8 people

Judges 12:14 And he had forty sons and thirty nephews, that rode on threescore and ten
ass colts: and he judged Israel eight years.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Bible Characters are not in Control of History. History is Not
Arbitrary. If you live in these Last days Your Knee will bow!!!
Gods Number 7.
Remember 7= time of the End

1 Kings 2:11 And the days that David reigned over Israel were forty years: seven years
reigned he in Hebron, and thirty and three years reigned he in Jerusalem.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Bible Characters are not in Control of History. History is Not
Arbitrary. If you live in these Last days Your Knee will bow!!!
gods number 130/70 =70 years exile(1952/4+70=2022/24)
Numbers 7:31 His offering was one silver charger of the weight of an hundred and thirty shekels, one silver bowl of seventy shekels, after the shekel of the sanctuary; both
of them full of fine flour mingled with oil for a meat offering:
Numbers 7:37 His offering was one silver charger, the weight whereof was an hundred and thirty shekels, one silver bowl of seventy shekels, after the shekel of the
sanctuary; both of them full of fine flour mingled with oil for a meat offering:
Numbers 7:43 His offering was one silver charger of the weight of an hundred and thirty shekels, a silver bowl of seventy shekels, after the shekel of the sanctuary; both of
them full of fine flour mingled with oil for a meat offering:
Numbers 7:49 His offering was one silver charger, the weight whereof was an hundred and thirty shekels, one silver bowl of seventy shekels, after the shekel of the
sanctuary; both of them full of fine flour mingled with oil for a meat offering:
Numbers 7:55 His offering was one silver charger of the weight of an hundred and thirty shekels, one silver bowl of seventy shekels, after the shekel of the sanctuary; both
of them full of fine flour mingled with oil for a meat offering:
Numbers 7:61 His offering was one silver charger, the weight whereof was an hundred and thirty shekels, one silver bowl of seventy shekels, after the shekel of the
sanctuary; both of them full of fine flour mingled with oil for a meat offering:
Numbers 7:67 His offering was one silver charger, the weight whereof was an hundred and thirty shekels, one silver bowl of seventy shekels, after the shekel of the
sanctuary; both of them full of fine flour mingled with oil for a meat offering:
Numbers 7:73 His offering was one silver charger, the weight whereof was an hundred and thirty shekels, one silver bowl of seventy shekels, after the shekel of the
sanctuary; both of them full of fine flour mingled with oil for a meat offering:
Numbers 7:79 His offering was one silver charger, the weight whereof was an hundred and thirty shekels, one silver bowl of seventy shekels, after the shekel of the
sanctuary; both of them full of fine flour mingled with oil for a meat offering:
Numbers 7:85 Each charger of silver weighing an hundred and thirty shekels, each bowl seventy: all the silver vessels weighed two thousand and four hundred shekels, after
the shekel of the sanctuary:

Judges 12:14 And he had forty sons and thirty nephews, that rode on threescore and ten
ass colts: and he judged Israel eight years.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Bible Characters are not in Control of History. History is Not
Arbitrary. If you live in these Last days Your Knee will bow!!!
Ishmael died at age 137.

Genesis 25:17 And these are the years of the life of Ishmael, an hundred and thirty and seven
years: and he gave up the ghost and died; and was gathered unto his people.
Exodus 6:20 And Amram took him Jochebed his father’s sister to wife; and she bare him
Aaron and Moses: and the years of the life of Amram were an hundred and thirty and seven
years.
137

QUARRELI
[33]
NG

[SCATTERED
REMNANT]

Nu Isa. And the head of Ephraim is Samaria, and
Samariais Remaliah’s son. If
137 m 7 v yethewillheadnotofbelieve,
surely ye shall not be
established.
20 9

Isa. 7:3-9. Isaiah is sent by the Lord to warn Ahaz not to form an alliance with Assyria, but to trust Him
to rid the land of its enemies. Accompanying the prophet was Shear-jashub (“A Remnant Shall Return
“), his son, whose name was indicative of hope. The location at the end of the conduit of the upper
pool is the same place that the Assyrian Rab-shakeh would later defy Hezekiah (36:2). The invading
kings are described as smoking firebrands (lit., “smoldering sticks”). The prophet predicts that the
threatened invasion will not succeed and that within threescore and five years (65 years) the northern
kingdom will fall into captivity.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Bible Characters are not in Control of History. History is Not
Arbitrary. If you live in these Last days Your Knee will bow!!!
Masons and gods 33.
Leviticus 12:4 And she shall then continue in the blood of her purifying three and thirty days; she
shall touch no hallowed thing, nor come into the sanctuary, until the days of her purifying be
fulfilled.
1 Kings 2:11 And the days that David reigned over Israel were forty years: seven years reigned he in
Hebron, and thirty and three years reigned he in Jerusalem.

33

SCATTERE
D
DARKNESS:
3 11
REMNAN
Mystery
T

it shall come to pass in the last
Ge Isa Anddays,
that the mountain of the
LORD’S house shall be established in
33 n . 2 the top of the mountains, and shall
above the hills; and all
33 v 2 be exalted
nations shall flow unto it.

Isa.2 :1-5. The word that Isaiah . . . saw indicates that this is a separate prophecy from
that of chapter 1. The prophetic perfect tense implies that the prophet sees the future as
though it had already happened. The passage is repeated in Micah 4:1-4 in similar form.
The setting is the millennial age, when the nations of the world will come to the Holy City
(Jerusalem) to learn the ways of God. Christ Himself is pictured as the Judge who will
direct the affairs of nations during His millennial kingdom. Thus the weapons of war will
be turned into tools of peace and economic productivity.

Other Issues in History
showing a non correlation
to History being Random

Wars are not Arbitrary

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Details of the King Arthor II Summary chart of timing..

69 year life. BNM= Death and killing Believer's (happened after his death)

King Arthor has been wiped from the History Books as it exposes
those who presently Occupy the throne in England as Imposters.
They are not Lancasters they are Yorks those who follow Satan in a
General Sense …
Matt. 24 :24 WARNS OF LAST DAY DECEPTIONS THIS WAS DONE
AFTER 576 ad =24 CHAPTER *24 VERSE=576

Aqua man he is the Jesus of this fight to save the world…King Arthur
is substituted for Poseidon to confuse the listeners as King Arthur
has been washed from the History books.,

• The Movie sets up Aquaman really inserting King
Arthur without his 121 knights back into history to
mock the ignorance of the public about King Arthurs
real life 510 AD to 579 ad AND THE Abomination that
made Europe desolate in 576 AD
• A= King Arthur but he is mocked as a Bastard son of a
Light keeper and the queen of the Ocean_____.
• Remember Hitler was a bastard child of Rothschild
and he ran the world for satan…

Aqua man he is the Jesus of this fight to save the world…King Arthur
is substituted for Poseidon to confuse the listeners as King Arthur
has been washed from the History books.,

• Flat Earth is clearly shown in the movie
• 911 pitch fork is really Posiedens
• 911 was built with the idea of tearing down 28 years later. And
after 14 years they finished the Wtc 7 building…
• Finished on April 1973 demolished on sept. 11, 2991. 5126
days from George Bushs famous New World Order Speech of
Sept. 11, 1990.
• We showed you the .091122159 mile high Giza Pyramid they
have tried to Usurp and hide since it Models the FlaT Earth.
• The Movie is all about King Arthur 2 a type of Christ living
b3etween 500-579 AD in europe…
• This is where Rosette Delacroix is right about one thing the
orginal settlers in Europe were descendants of the Israelites.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

God Knows the Beginning from the End History is not
Arbitrary but God Ordained

Of King Arthurs 12
Knight s of the
Round table Sir
Galahad was One of
the Key
Players(Coincidence
is Not Kosher)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Gala Had was the name of one of the Characters in Kingsman

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Details of the War of the Roses- Summary chart of timing..

1473 start of the War
of Roses

1543 End of the War
of Roses

The Lancasters (Christ’s side won however they would be usurped by
the Yorks and History Books changed)War of Roses. Connect the
dots the Yorks moved to New York Mason Lodges.

Another proof that History is not Arbitrary
is that fact that this is the exact life span
of Copernicus the Jesuit Priest that
invented and pushed the Globe
deception!!!

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Details of the Spiritual War of he Great Awakening:
Summary chart of timing..
1736 in Europe and
the New 13 colonies
in America

Holy Spirit was
everywhere

1743 the movement
of God Died Down.

7 year duration
George Whitfield and others lead wildly exciting revivals all ove r the
Colonies and Europe during this time . This revival lead to the
American Revolution…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Details of the Spiritual War of he Great Awakening:
Summary chart of timing..

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Details of the French and Indian War: Summary chart of
timing..
Nov 1, 1753
Washington to Ohio
Valley

May 28, 1754
Washington Defeats
French
9-10 year duration

Feb 10, 1763
French & Indian War
Ends
The Treaty of Paris is
ratified,

The Treaty of Paris is ratified, ending the French and Indian War.
Signed on November 3rd, 1762, the treaty's ratification has been
delayed by critics, including William Pitt, who believe its terms are
too lenient. In the treaty, France surrenders all of its former North
American territories east of the Mississippi River to Britain, except
New Orleans. Canada is also ceded to Great Britain. Spain, a late
entrant into the war as an ally of France, surrenders Florida to
Britain.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Details of the American Revolutionary War: Summary chart
of timing..
Sept. 11,1773 Ben
Franklin and John
Adams talked with
British General to avert
war.

12-16-1773 Boston
Tea Party (Last day of
Hannukah)

July 4, 1776 America
Declares its
Independence

3 year duration
At this point America would run under a temporary government
until George Washington ins elected in 1789. the Declaration of
Independence made Idol Worship Illegal. However with political
pressure Washington would amend it to allow all religions… Now our
Supreme court is run by 3 Ashkenazi Jews and 9 Catholic Idol
worshipers… Abomination to the Lord

Nov. 25, 1776
Thanks giving
is established
Modeling
Hanukah

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Details of the World War I - Summary chart of timing..
Franz Ferdinand born 12-18-1963
assassinated on June 18, 1914 in Serbia
and this started the ww1
1917 End of the
world War I

This allowed Communism to grow in Russia and the establishment of
the League of Nations. Also the Balfour Agreement came in this time
Frame giving Israel to Britain…

IN Albert Pikes letter to a Mason Mob
Mazzini Boss in Italy in 1871 he outlined
three world wars would have to happen to
create a one World Government

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any
thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Franz Ferdinand born 12-18-1963 assassinated on June 18, 1914 in Serbia
and this started the ww1 therefore following this logic of two mason assassinated
president is Lincoln in 1863 and JFK in 1963 and don’t forget the emancipation
proclamations of 1865. Therefore the person to be assassinated will have been born in
1963???
Franz Ferdinand, ca. 1914
18 December 1863
Graz, Austrian Empire
28 June 1914 (aged 50)
Sarajevo, Austria-Hungary
(assassinated)

Sophie, Duchess of Hohenberg



Princess Sophie of Hohenberg



Maximilian, Duke of Hohenberg



Prince Ernst of Hohenberg

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Details of the World War I - Summary chart of timing..
Hitlers Invasion of Poloand started
World War II

Hitler killing himself and the
Japanese being overwhelmed by the
Hiroshima nuke and Nagasakin
Nukes ended Wordl WarII in 1945

This allowed Communism to grow in Russia and the establishment of
the United Nations. At this time in Nov. 29,1947 Israel became a
state due to pressure from Rothschild and others… Prov. 16:4
IN Albert Pikes letter to a Mason Mob
Mazzini Boss in Italy in 1871 he outlined
three world wars would have to happen to
create a one World Government

911 is all about Planning
not Arbitrary

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Black Cube club is a Deception to get you thinking Jesus New Jerusalem is a Cube
and not a Pyramid modeling the Isa 19:19 Flat Earth

Along the Megalith North Pole Equator Sabah Appears to
be the center of all the Islands talked about in the BibleWith Angkor Watt as the perimeter point
Great American Eclipse
of Aug. 21,2017 and Chinese Megalith Pyramid
88.8*37.5=3330-5778=2448(year of exodus)

ZZZ=Grand
Canyon Sun,
Moon, Earth
Pyramids
Land of Eden

ZZ=Hudson Bay

Adam and Eve’s home after the fall
and Home of Noah and his building of
the ark!!!
Sabah Philippines

6660 Mile Radius
from Alaska North
Pole (ANP) to
several major
Megaliths

Z=Amazon outlet
Opposite of Land of Eden
in Sabah Philippines Missing Underwater
Paradise at bottom of the ocean!!!
Hawaii

Climate Change is coming!!!
Really and you did Cause it
by Evangelizing the Whole
World

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Climate Change Hype is Just a smoke Screen to Hide the
Climate change that will occur with the Great Earthquake,
Famine, Opening of the Scroll of the fifth Firmament and the
water Deluge after that event!!!

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Climate Change Hype is Just a smoke Screen to Hide the Climate change that will occur
with the Great Earthquake, Famine, coming when Opening of the Scroll of the fifth
Firmament and the water Deluge and Fires from Wormwood !!!

Globalist
Earth Ratio’s

Earth Dia. X 109 and the
Moon Dia.X400= Sun Dia.
Say the Global Elite

The Global Elite from
Newton to Obama
tell you this is the size
of the Sun (The Earth
is a factor of 109
times smaller Sun) =
864,000 Miles
Diameter and the
earth is 7920 Miles in
Diameter and the
Moon is 2160 Miles
in Diameter.( Moon is
400 times smaller
than the Sun)

Flat
Earth
Ratios

The Diameter of the
Flat earth is 15840
miles and the sun and
Moon are 33 miles in
diameter. So in reality
15840/33=480 size of
the Giza Pyramid and
the number of suns
and moons that could
be stacked end to
end across the flat
Earth Thank You God
for Isa. 19:19.

Lets Play Truth or Fiction

God’s Flat earth
has space for 480
Suns or Moons

Globe Earth Deception Decoded
Dia. X .273= actual Sun and Moon
Diameter. Can You believe that
object in the sky the same size as
the moon is 109 earths in
Diameter??? HMM!!!BS???

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Climate Change Hype is Just a smoke Screen to Hide the
Climate change that will occur with the Great Earthquake,
Famine, Opening of the Scroll of the fifth Firmament and the
water Deluge after that event!!!

Master John Dee Letter
documentation and King
Author History
documented for Garden
of Eden Study

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

John Dee Letter and King Author History documented for
Garden of Eden Study

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

John Dee Letter and King Author History documented for
Garden of Eden Study
Highlights of John Dee, King Author, and the Conquest of the
Arctic by Thomas Green summarized by the Author for
Educational purposes of Correcting History…
From 1577 to 1680 the English Polymath John Dee was
engages in Manufacturing and disseminating some
extraordinary claims on behalf of the English Monarchy and
its imperial ambitions. Most intriguingly, Dee, generally see as
the originator of the phrase “British Empire”, argued that
Queen Elizabeth could assert dominion over a vast tract of the
Northern(added to not further any lies Flat Earth ) ie center of
the New World partially by dint of its having once been
conquered and ruled by the Tudors reputed early medieval
Ancestor (lie the are really Yorks) King Author. In his most
important treatment of the issue, the Brytanic Imperii Limetes
(limits of the British Empire) of 1678 , he wrote that h
Eliszabeth could claim… the Americas Greenland and the
Areas of the North…(this has been washed from History to not
show that the british monarchy is actually Yorks and not
Lancastors ie Tudors they are the Luciferians not the tudors
God fearing that King Author was this happened with Henry
8th Iam Iam…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

John Dee Letter and King Author History documented for
Garden of Eden Study

Details of the Letter
between Gerhard Mercator
and John Dee Explaining the
North Pole details

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Sept. 21, 2017 First day of 5778 are you READY!!!
John Dee, King Arthur, and the Conquest of the Arctic
Thomas Green
Institute of Archaeology, University of Oxford
© 2012 by Thomas Green. All rights reserved. This edition copyright © 2012 by The Heroic Age. All rights
reserved.
Abstract: A detailed study of John Dee's late sixteenth-century claim that King Arthur conquered the far
northern world and North America. Although sometimes treated as Dee's own invention, the concept of
Arthur as a conqueror of the Arctic and even parts of North America clearly antedates Dee. One witness to
it is the Gestae Arthuri, which was seen and summarized by Jacob Cnoyen, who probably wrote in the
fourteenth century. This medieval document apparently described Arthur's attempts to conquer the far
north, including an expedition launched against the North Pole itself. Another witness is the Leges
Anglorum Londoniis Collectae, which dates from the start of the thirteenth century and provides a list of
Arthur's northern conquests, including Greenland, Vinland and the North Pole. On the basis of these and
other documents, it would appear that the concept of Arthur as an Arctic conqueror can be traced at least
to the later twelfth century, if not before.
§1. From 1577 to 1580 the English polymath John Dee was engaged in manufacturing and disseminating
some extraordinary claims on behalf of the English monarchy and its imperial ambitions. Most intriguingly,
Dee, generally seen as the originator of the phrase "the British Empire," argued that Queen Elizabeth could
assert dominion over a vast tract of the northern globe and the New World, partially by dint of its having
once been conquered and ruled by the Tudors' reputed early medieval ancestor, King Arthur. In his most
important treatment of the issue, the Brytanici Imperii Limites ("Limits of the British Empire") of 1578, he
wrote that Elizabeth could claim

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Sept. 21, 2017 First day of 5778 are you READY!!!
title royall to all the coastes and ilandes begining at or about Terra Florida, and so alongst, or neere vnto Atlantis [i.e.,
America], goinge northerly, and then to all the most northern ilands great and small, and so compassinge about Groenland
[i.e., Greenland], eastwards until the teritoris opposite vnto the farthest easterlie and northen boundes of the Duke of
Moscovia his dominions (Dee Limits 43).1
§2. Dee's arguments, culminating in the Limites, do not rest exclusively upon Arthur's supposed conquest of the northern
latitudes (an Oxford friar, the Welsh Prince Madoc (Williams 1987), and St Brendan the Navigator were all also cited as
evidence for a historical dominion and thus current ownership) but Dee himself admitted that his case did "depende cheiflie
vppon our Kinge Arthur" (Dee Limits 52). As a result, Dee went to some pains to legitimize his Arthurian material,
complaining that the profusion of "fables, glosinges, vntruthes, and impossibilities, incerted in the true historie of King
Arthure" meant that the "truth yt selfe" of Arthur's historical acts, as Dee conceived it, was often disbelieved or ignored,
and can only be retrieved through a purging of the parasitic legends that had gathered around it—a endeavor that Dee
proceeded to undertake (Dee Limits 53; Sherman 1995, 188; Artese 2003, 129; MacMillan 2006, 65–66). Having weeded out
the "untruths" from the Arthurian narratives he had gathered, Dee could confidently proclaim that Arthur had conquered
Gaul, Scandinavia, Iceland, Greenland, all the northern islands around Russia (i.e., the entire Arctic Ocean abutting northern
Europe, Estotiland—which may be the Canadian Baffin Island, if it describes a real place), as well as the North Pole itself
(Dee Limits 46–47, 55–57, 61–69, 82–85; French 1972, 195–197; Macmillan 2006, 54).
§3. The resulting legal case for Tudor ownership of much of the northern world was, naturally, of considerable interest to
Elizabeth. Dee records in his diary a number of meetings with the Queen and leading members of the court, with Elizabeth
actually visiting Dee for further discussions. Indeed, it appears that it was Elizabeth who commanded Dee to set out more
fully his ideas of a northern Arthurian inheritance in the Limites (MacMillan 2001b, 196; French 1972, 196; Halliwell 1842, 4,
5, 8–9).2 If Dee consequently had clear political motives for exaggerating the case he made, this does not mean that his
case was purely invented, as researchers sometimes appear to assume (Artese 2003, 129–130). After all, his aim was
explicitly to provide documentary proof of the Tudor claims, separating out what he judged to be the genuinely historical
data from the chaff of "fables" and "untruths." The remainder of this study stems from the question: what documentary
"proofs" of Arthur's Arctic conquests prompted John Dee to make his astounding claims?
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Sept. 21, 2017 First day of 5778 are you READY!!!
§4. The concept of Arthur as a historical warrior of c. 500 AD first appears in the Welsh Historia Brittonum
of 829/30, where he is described as the dux bellorum, "leader of battles" (Historia Brittonum 56).3 However,
the Arthur of this text is certainly not an overseas conqueror: his victories are all insular, fought against the
Germanic invaders of post-Roman Britain. Indeed, he was not even described as a king at this point.4 By and
large, we have to wait until the Historia Regum Britanniae of Geoffrey of Monmouth, published c. 1138,
before we find the imperial, far-conquering Arthur of the medieval chronicle tradition:
That summer Arthur prepared his fleet to go to Ireland, which he desired to conquer . . . Having subdued
the whole country, Arthur took his fleet to Iceland, where he defeated the natives and conquered their land.
As the news spread through the islands that no one could stop Arthur, kings Doldauius of Gotland and
Gunuasius of the Orkneys came unbidden to submit and promised to pay tribute . . . [Arthur] exulted at
being universally feared and decided to conquer all Europe. He readied his fleets and headed first for
Norway to make his brother-in-law Loth its king . . . [The Britons] assaulted the cities with fire at the ready,
and scattered the country-dwellers with unabated fury until they had subjected the whole of Norway and
Denmark to Arthur's control (Geoffrey of Monmouth History of the Kings of Britain 9.153–154).5
§5. Not satisfied with northern Europe, Arthur finally marches on Gaul and conquers it too. Certainly the
rudiments of Dee's Arthurian empire are here, in a text that was considered by many English antiquaries of
the period to represent the genuine history of Britain, despite the attacks on it by Polydore Vergil (French
1972, 194–195).6 Arthur is no longer an insular war leader but instead an emperor and the conqueror of
Iceland and Scandinavia.7 However, this is still a long way short of Dee's claims: Arthur has conquered the
then-known north, but his rule over the Arctic Ocean, Greenland, and parts of North America are most
definitely absent.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Sept. 21, 2017 First day of 5778 are you READY!!!
§6. Since neither of the most significant early Arthurian pseudo-histories go so far as to place Arthur in
Greenland, America, or the Arctic—although Geoffrey's account prefigures such claims by extending
Arthur's conquests to the farthest known northern and western limits of European civilization—we must
therefore turn to Dee's own manuscripts for some illumination as to where this idea came from and how it
developed. Dee himself seems to have been acutely aware that many of Arthur's conquests—particularly
the northern and Arctic conquests—were not attested in the primary sources for Arthur's supposed military
career, and that the documentary evidence he relied on was not usually regarded as trustworthy. He
explains this issue partly by alleging the jealousy of Britain's rivals who ignore and criticize his sources, and
partly by alleging the deliberate loss or destruction of evidence by Britain's enemies, in particular by the
Arthur-questioning humanist Polydore Vergil. So in his Brytanici Imperii Limites he says that there once were
many proofs of Arthur's conquests, but "willfully and wickedlie (as by sondrie credible gentlemen I have
heard it testefied), this Polijdor burnt [them], yea a whole carte load almost" (Dee Limits 53, 62; Artese
2003, 130).8 Nonetheless, despite these alleged depredations, Dee did have some solid evidence of Arthur's
North Atlantic and Arctic conquests that he could cite, as is made clear by a 1577 letter from the geographer
Gerard Mercator to Dee, which Dee transcribed in his slightly fire-damaged manuscript "Of Famous and
Rich Discoveries" (1577) and which Dee translated and summarized in his Brytanici Imperii Limites of 1578
(Taylor 1956; Dee Limits 83–85).
§7. Mercator included a legend to his great wall map of 1569 that referred to Arthur in the following way:
Touching the description of the North parts, I have taken the same out of the voyage of James Cnoyen of
Hartzevan Buske, which allegeth certain conquests of Arthur king of Britaine, and the most part, and
chiefest things among the rest he learned of a certain priest in the king of Norway's court, in the year 1364.
This priest was descended (in the fifth generation) from them which King Arthur had sent to inhabit these
Islands (Taylor 1956, 64).

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Sept. 21, 2017 First day of 5778 are you READY!!!
§8. This legend naturally attracted Dee's interest, and the letter from Mercator is in answer to Dee's inquiries about the
sources of his knowledge of Arthur's Arctic conquests. For the most part, Mercator copied out for Dee his own notes from a
manuscript of Jacobus Cnoyen van Tsertoghenbosche, an apparently noted medieval traveller: "The ideas about the
Northern Regions which some time ago I extracted from him [Cnoyen] follow word for word save where for the sake of
brevity or speed I have translated into Latin when if not always his words I have retained his meaning" (Taylor 1956, 57).9 To
this letter, which includes both Mercator's transcription of Cnoyen's Dutch text and his Latin summations and comments,
Dee added his own English marginal notations, which he made during his transcription of the letter, thus providing us with
three different perspectives on the idea that Arthur had ruled in Greenland and the Arctic.
§9. In Mercator's transcription, the first mention we get of Arthur comes in Cnoyen's Dutch, when he refers to a document
known as Arturus Gesten, or Gestae Arthuri,10 while discussing the lands immediately around the mountains that are
supposed to surround the North Pole: "And near here, towards the north, those Little People live of whom there is also
mention in the Gestae Arthuri." Cnoyen's reference is, of itself, intriguing: since Mercator is one of Dee's sources for Arthur's
Arctic activities, and Cnoyen is Mercator's, so it seems that Cnoyen himself derived his information from an earlier text
known as the Gestae Arthuri (Taylor 1956, 57). This text has since vanished, but based on their comments, it seems likely
that it was also known to both Mercator and perhaps also Dee. Thus, when Mercator breaks off from his transcription of
Cnoyen's Dutch to remark in Latin that "these facts and more about the geography of the North are to be found in the
beginning of the Gestae Arthuri etc (in Principio Gestorum Arturi. etc.)," which would appear to indicate his familiarity with
this text (Taylor 1956, 57, 61; Muir 1968, 258). Less clear-cut, but also potentially suggestive of his own familiarity with the
Gestae Arthuri, is Dee's marginal note that reads "Gestae Arthuri. A rare testimony of great importance to the Brytissh title
to the Septrentional Regions, Atlantis [i.e., America] in particular" (Taylor 1956, 57, 61; Muir 1968, 258).11 Nevertheless,
even if the above is true, we are now reliant only on the evidence of Mercator's transcription of Cnoyen's summary for the
contents of this Gestae Arthuri. As such, whatever else this text had to say about the Arctic "Little People" (dat Clein Volck)
and their encounters with Arthur is lost to us.12 We do, however, find an additional brief reference to some sort of
Arthurian activity in the Arctic mountains in Dee's translation and summary of Mercator's letter in his Brytanici Imperii
Limites. Referring to a line, since lost to fire damage, that occurs just before the mention of "Little People" in his
transcription of Mercator's letter in "Of Famous and Rich Discoveries," Dee writes:

Trumps and Pence =
“TRUMPETS”
Converse Shoes=Universe is a
Con Nat Geo’s History Con is
telling you History is a Con
(fake changed to reflect the
victor Satan's perspective)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Climate Change Hype is Just a smoke Screen to Hide the Climate change that will occur
with the Great Earthquake, Famine, Opening of the Scroll of the fifth Firmament and the
water Deluge and Fires from Worm wood !!!

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Don’t You consider the Trump Pence ticket during the Last days Trumpets. You don’t
because your church is part of the system and is not telling you anything accurate…

Trump pence = Trumpets

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Climate Change Hype is Just a smoke Screen to Hide the Climate change that will occur
with the Great Earthquake, Famine, Opening of the Scroll of the fifth Firmament and the
water Deluge and Fires from Worm wood !!!

Climate Change is
not Coming it has
Arrived. The
Trumpet
Judgments have
begun!!!
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Climate Change Hype is Just a smoke Screen to Hide the Climate change that will occur
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Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Climate Change Hype is Just a smoke Screen to Hide the Climate change that will occur
with the Great Earthquake, Famine, Opening of the Scroll of the fifth Firmament and the
water Deluge and Fires from Worm wood !!!

There were reports
of fire balls coming
from the sky in the
California Wild
Fires. Or should
they be called 1st
trumpet fires from
God???
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Climate Change Hype is Just a smoke Screen to Hide the Climate change that will occur
with the Great Earthquake, Famine, Opening of the Scroll of the fifth Firmament and the
water Deluge and Fires from Worm wood !!!

Trumps Middle name is not
John it is Jesus Trumps
Father is Named Fred Christ
Trump And his Mother’s
name is Mary

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Trump and the Christ, Mary Elizabeth

Elizabeth Christ Trump
Elizabeth Christ Trump

Born

Elisabeth Christ
October 10, 1880
Kallstadt, Kingdom of
Bavaria, German Empire

Died

June 6, 1966 (aged 85)
Manhasset, New York, U.S.

Nationality

German
American

Occupation

Real estate developer

Spouse(s)

Frederick Trump
(m. 1902; died 1918)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Trump and the Christ, Mary Elizabeth
Elizabeth Christ Trump (born Elisabeth Christ; October 10, 1880 – June 6, 1966) was a
German-born American businesswoman and is considered the matriarch of the Trump family.
She married Frederick Trump in 1902. While raising their three children, the early death of her
husband in 1918 required the 37-year-old widow to manage their properties. She founded the
real estate development company Elizabeth Trump & Son with her son Fred.[1] The company,
now known as the Trump Organization, is currently owned by her grandson, Donald Trump, the
45th President of the United States.

Children

Elizabeth, Fred, and John

Parent(s)

Philipp Christ
Marie Anthon[1]

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Trump and the Christ, Mary Elizabeth

Early life[edit]
Elizabeth Trump was born as Elisabeth Christ in Kallstadt, Kingdom
of Bavaria, the daughter of Philipp Christ by his wife Anna Maria
Christ (née Anthon).[2][3] While the family owned a little vineyard,
the income from that was not adequate to meet their needs, and
Philipp Christ worked as a tinker repairing and polishing old
utensils and selling pots and pans. He ran his trade from his house
on Freinsheimer Straße in Kallstadt, which was just across the
street from the home of the Trump family, where Katharina Trump,
an elderly widow, lived with her six children.[1]

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Trump and the Christ, Mary Elizabeth

Elizabeth Christ Trump & Frederick Trump, circa 1918
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Trump and the Christ, Mary Elizabeth

Trump family portrait, from left to right: Fred, Frederick, Elizabeth, Elizabeth Christ, and John, 1918
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Trump and the Christ, Mary Elizabeth
Born

Frederick Christ Trum
October 11, 1905
New York City, New York, U.S.

Died

June 25, 1999 (aged 93)
New Hyde Park, New York, U.S.

Resting place

Lutheran All Faiths Cemetery, New York City, U.S.

Education

Richmond Hill High School

Occupation

Real estate developer
Elizabeth Trump & Son Co.

Net worth

US $250–300 million (June 1999)

Spouse(s)

Mary Anne MacLeod (m. 1936)

Children



Maryanne



Frederick Jr.



Elizabeth



Donald



Robert

Parent(s)

Frederick Christ Trump

Frederick Trump
Elizabeth Christ Trump

Relatives

See Trump family

Gay Agenda is set they gave you Obama
and then gave you a mans man and
then they will destroy Trump politically
to make you want the good days of the
Transgender bathrooms Again… Did I
mention all politicians are thespians at
the Core!!!Pretend hate between
Democrats and Republicans is all for the
Soap Opera Drama Effect…

Billy Grahams death a
day after the start of the
loosing of the 4
carpenters is a sign…

Loosing of the 4 carpenters to build the
lords army happened on the same day as
the two witnesses started their ministry to
tell people about Jesus their Reign of
Building Gods people will conclude rev.
9:15 Startging on Feb. 20,2018 and 396
days later on March 13, 2019

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off some of his most ardent
enemies!!!) Billy Graham a friend of God killed after the Two Witnesses started
their ministry on Dec. 11, 2017

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off some of his most ardent
enemies!!!) Billy Graham a friend of God killed after the Two Witnesses started
their ministry on Dec. 11, 2017
The Rev. John Akers, special assistant to Graham, said in a
telephone interview from Montreat, N.C., that the recent meeting
was a "substitute" for a planned meeting between the Pope and
the evangelist that was scheduled for Columbia, S.C., in
September, 1987, during the Pope's visit to the United States.
Graham canceled those plans because of an opportunity to visit
China, which he then had to cancel because of an injury.

Billy Graham died at the start of the Loosing of the 4 carpenters. He joined
With Pope to give him credibility in the World in 1987 paralleling the
Downfall of America. Friends with George HW bush is also a bad thing…Light
has no place with Darkness…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off some of his most ardent
enemies!!!) Billy Graham a friend of God killed after the Two Witnesses started
their ministry on Dec. 11, 2017
Billy Graham was the firstg Killed by God after
he Loosing of the 4 carpenters. Just like Uzziah
who was 16 years old and reigned 52 years.
what did billy do in 2018-68=1987 that he did he
sit with the Pope at that time this was the
beginning of his compromises . God let him live
31 years more.

Billy Graham died at
he Hand of God

Pope Francis is Occutlic
Leader and Jesuit And the
False Prophet

History In general shows it and Ebb and
flow in Israel's past when it Followed Ghod
blessing and when it left God Curses same
with Germany in 1878-1945 when they
rebuilt the Seat of Satan. Fast Forward to
America. From 1945-2024. The
Abomination of July 25,2015 with
baphomet in Detroit then the Arch of Baal
in New york then the Idol of darkness Cali
light up on the empire state building in
New York…Yorks ar blue Bloods…

History In general a history of
Abominations from Maccabean revolt of
167 bc on 12-16-167bc to the 576
Abomination that makes desoalte of 576
comet erased form history books that mad
King Author 2 take 1400 ships to Virgina.
(take me home to West virginia).
Remembering how Germany was cursed
by the seat of Satan in their land
progresivly until its fall in 1945. America
has now seen three abominations come to
the land …

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off some of his most ardent
enemies!!!) Enemies of God= Nixon, Abortion, LBJ
(72 hours of Jan 20-22 That Lead to the decline of America ,1973= God is Not Mocked. )

President Nixon was
inaugurated1-20-1973 he
lead the USA in two Huge
Embarrassments ie We
lost the first war in
America under his
leadership and he had to
leave office in Disgrace…

Supreme Court approved Abortion1-21-1973 and
In the same Hour God killed the man responsible
for that ie appointing Thurgood Marshall to the
court. To Date 50 Million Babies Sacrificed.
God Judged America and sealed its
downfall with the election of Nixon
and he killed LBJ directly responsible
for killing JFK along with Cia Agent
George HW Bush. LBJ Appointed
Liberal Thurgood Marshall to the
Court who pushed the Abortion bill
through. God Killed him with a
Massive and very painful Heart Attack
on Jan22, 1973. Im sure he heated up
Hell a bit for his arrival…

America’s decline Abomination = Abotion of 55 Million Babies during Bill Clintons
presidency He expanded abortions all over the owrld and tax funded them… No
wonder he was almost impeached

Americas decline started
July 25, 2015

Hundreds Gather for Unveiling of Satanic Statue in
Detroit-9th of AV July 25, 2015. Obama's Little Horn in the
center of the two horns. Chapter Dan 8:9

Baphomet is Not only in Detroit he is in the Olympic Uniforms! When will America see
its Destiny of Destruction and Christians REPENT. Washington DC is on the 77 Parallel.
77= False Prophet/Mystery Babylon???

Baphamet statue came on July 25, 2015 to USA
it is everywhere integrated into our culture
even the Olympic Uniforms…

Baphamet is everywhere Leave the Worlds System and come Back to the
Plan of God’s Salvation. His Desire is that None are lost!!!

America’s decline Abomination #2= New York City having the Enterance the Baal
Temple Statue installed in

America’s decline Abomination #3= Cali the Goddess of Darkness projected on the
Empire State Building the symbol of America for so many years

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Yea Just ignore it!!! Well what other operations have I been taught to Ignore and
what at the consequences: Operation Alice in Wonderland meant to take the
world down the Rabbit Hole. And out of the Rabbit hole if your lucky enough to
survive the nuclear wars comes the feudal system with the rich ruling of the
masses in Hunger games style..
Operation Paper Clip brought some 1600 German scientist to America following the war
end in 1945. Ie the Nazis were not defeated they just moved to America

November 16, 2017 Last
Day of Hanukah during
the time of Macabees
this was the date of the
abomination tha makes
desolate in 167 BC

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Details of the American Revolutionary War: Summary chart
of timing..
Sept. 11,1773 Ben
Franklin and John
Adams talked with
British General to avert
war.

12-16-1773 Boston
Tea Party (Last day of
Hannukah)

July 4, 1776 America
Declares its
Independence

3 year duration
At this point America would run under a temporary government
until George Washington ins elected in 1789. the Declaration of
Independence made Idol Worship Illegal. However with political
pressure Washington would amend it to allow all religions… Now our
Supreme court is run by 3 Ashkenazi Jews and 9 Catolic Idol
worshipers… Abomination to the Lord

Nov. 25, 1776
Thanks giving
is established
Modeling
Hanukah

Rise of China and russia

Like America at its beginning in 1736-1743 the
Great Awakening and then the persecution by
Masons as they stole the country away from God
law by law. Now look at china they have the
underground church and persecution is going on
every where but thank god they don’t learn from
history even though they help suppress it. Ie
Globe earth. They will be the next super power
along with Russia that does not allow Jehovah
witnesses (masons) and gets rid of all Ashkenazi
Jews. (half Jews)

History is often forgotten
or not taught but most
Jews are not real jews
they are ashkenazi Jews
and have only one parent
is a Jew…

The Holocaust of the Second World War decimated the
Ashkenazim, affecting almost every Jewish family.[31][32] It
is estimated that in the 11th century Ashkenazi Jews
composed three percent of the world's total Jewish
population, while an estimate made in 1930 (near the
population's peak) had them as 92 percent of the world's
Jews.[33] Immediately prior to the Holocaust, the number
of Jews in the world stood at approximately 16.7
million.[34] Statistical figures vary for the contemporary
demography of Ashkenazi Jews, ranging from 10
million[1] to 11.2 million.[2] Sergio Della Pergola in a rough
calculation of Sephardic and Mizrahi Jews, implies that
Ashkenazi Jews make up less than 74% of Jews
worldwide.[35] Other estimates place Ashkenazi Jews as
making up about 75% of Jews worldwide.[36]

History In general shows
it Regions of Bohemia
Ashkenaz of the caucasus
moujntaitns and
translyvania to be
sourses of Demonic
activity

Boehemia Coat of Arms is the Mocking tongue sticking out and seen in
france every where on the Pueget cars . Remember bohemian means
diverant sex like the rullers of of satans world and worshippin Kardasians
butt.
I think that the Nun Move

History In general shows it
is Not Arbitrary with
Constantine merging the
Christian church with Pagan
sun worship in 322 AD.
Most Presidents members
of the 322 and skull and
bones 322 etc.

••
Year 294 (CCXCIV) was a common year starting on
Monday (link will display the full calendar) of the Julian
calendar. At the time, it was known as the Year of the
Consulship of Constantius and Valerius (or, less
frequently, year 1047 Ab urbe condita). The
denomination 294 for this year has been used since the
early medieval period, when the Anno Domini
• Emperor Diocletian goes with the young Constantine I the
Great (later the first Christian Roman Emperor) on his staff
to Egypt. He besieges Alexandria, and deposes "emperor"
Achilleus.

• Constantine the Great (Latin: Flavius Valerius Aurelius
Constantinus Augustus; Greek: Κωνσταντῖνος ὁ
Μέγας; 27 February c. 272 AD*1+ – 22 May 337 AD),
also known as Constantine I, was a Roman Emperor
who ruled between 306 and 337 AD.

313 christian and catholic church merge

Constantine the Great (Latin: Flavius Valerius Aurelius Constantinus Augustus; Greek: Κωνσταντῖνος ὁ Μέγας; 27 February c. 272 AD[1] – 22 May 337 AD), also know

• onstantine the Great (Latin: Flavius Valerius Aurelius
Constantinus Augustus; Greek: Κωνσταντῖνος ὁ
Μέγας; 27 February c. 272 AD*1+ – 22 May 337 313,
the struggles of the Early Church were lessened by
the legalisation of Christianity by the Emperor
Constantine I. In 380, under Emperor Theodosius I,
Catholicism became the state religion of the Roman
Empire by the decree of the Emperor, which would
persist until the fall of the Western Empire, and later,
with ...

289
• onstantine the Great (Latin: Flavius Valerius Emperor Diocletian gains several victories
along the Danube against the Sarmatians. He is given the honorable title of Sarmaticus
Maximus.
• Maximian attempts to reconquer Britain from the usurper Carausius, but fails due to
bad weather. He loses his fleet and accepts a peace treaty.
• Constantius Chlorus divorces his wife (or concubine) Helena, mother of Constantine I,
and marries emperor Maximian's stepdaughter, Theodora.
• Births[edit]
• Fausta, second wife of Constantine I (d. 326)
• Yu Liang, general of the Jin Dynasty (d. 340)
• Margaret the Virgin, also known as Margaret of Antioch, a Catholic saint (d. 304)
• Deaths[edit]

• Alexander of Rome, Christian martyr
• Saint Kyriaki, Christian martyr

• The relationship between Mormonism and Freemasonry began early
in the life Joseph Smith, founder of the Latter Day Saint movement, as
his older brother Hyrum and possibly his father were Freemasons while
the family lived near Palmyra, New York. Nevertheless, in the late
1820s, the western New York region was swept with antiMasonic fervor.
• By the 1840s, however, Smith and several prominent Latter Day
Saints had become Freemasons and founded a lodge in Nauvoo, Illinois,
in March 1842. Soon after joining Freemasonry, Smith introduced a
temple endowment ceremony including a number of symbolic
elements that were very similar to those in Freemasonry. Smith
remained a Freemason until his death; however, later leaders in the
movement have distanced themselves from Freemasonry. In modern
times, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (LDS Church), the
predominant Latter Day Saint sect, holds no position for or against the
compatibility of Masonry with LDS Church doctrine.

Apollo (Apollo to Romans
• Apollo (Apollo to Romans) was the god of the sun, light and music. Originally called Phoebus Apollo, he lived on
the island of Delos in the east, where he was born, and Delphi to the north of Athens. He drove the chariot of
the sun across the sky and had the power to cure illness and inflict it.
•

Apollo was worshiped by musicians and poets. He was regarded as the handsomest of the Greek gods and was
the master of the Oracle of Delphi. His connection with the sun led to associations with agriculture and titles
such as “destroyer of locusts," “destroyer of mice," “protector of gain” and “sender of fertilizing dew."

•

Apollo was the son of Zeus and one of his other wives, the goddess Ledo. When Hera discovered Ledo was
pregnant she forbade her offspring from being born on earth. Delos had just been created by Poseidon and was
still floating around and not under Hera's authority. That is why Apollo and his twin sister Artemis were born
there.

•

Apollo was known for his heroism. When Apollo was a young god man Zeus sent him to claim the oracle of
Delphi, the most sacred place on earth and a fiery place where a priestess was told prophecies by Mother Earth.
Apollo captured the oracle after slaying the deadly serpent Python, a beast no else would even approach, with a
golden arrow. Myths involving Apollo include: 1) Hyacinthus and Apollo, 2) Daphne and Apollo, 3) King Midas
and Apollo, 4) The Punishment of Niobe by Apollo and Artemis. See Oracle of Delphi

•

Apollo also could be vengeful and ruthless. Once a satyr boasted he could produce better music than Apollo
and challenged him to a contest. Apollo won the contest, which was judged by the nine Muses. As punishment
for being so bold as to challenge him Apollo had the uppity satyr skinned alive. Because Apollo was the god of
music a number of theaters have been named after him. He also credited with inventing the flute.

Elisabeth Christ

October 10, 1880
Kallstadt, Kingdom of Bavaria, German Empire
June 6, 1966 (aged 85)
Manhasset, New York, U.S.
German
American
Real estate developer
Frederick Trump
(m. 1902; died 1918)

Trump family portrait, 1915; L to R: Fred, his father Frederick, sister Elizabeth, mother Elizabeth,
and brother John
Trump's father Frederick had become rich during his exploits in the Klondike Gold Rush,[7] and
visited his home of Kallstadt, where he met Elizabeth Christ, the daughter of a former
neighbor.[8] Back in New York City, they moved to the German-speaking Morrisanianeighborhood
of the Bronx, but Elizabeth did not like it, so they returned to Bavaria. They attempted to
immigrate, but could not due to Frederick's having fled mandatory military service years
earlier.[9]
They conceived their first son, and returned to New York upon the SS Pennsylvania on July 1,
1905. Frederick Christ Trump was born in the Bronx on October 11, 1905.[10] Trump was one of
three children of German Lutheran immigrants Elizabeth (née Christ) and Frederick Trump. He
had a younger brother John and an older sister Elizabeth Trump Walters (1904–1961).
Soon after Fred's birth, the family moved to Woodhaven, Queens. When he was 12 years old, his
father died during the 1918 flu pandemic.[3]From 1918 to 1923, he attended Richmond Hill High
School in Queens.[11]

• Coming and final Antichrist... if that ...
• obama makes his 9th trip to the seat of satan... on
ascension day!!!
•
2fletchdr222.blogspot.com/2017/04/obama-makes-his9th-trip-to-seat-of.html
• Apr 21, 2017 - The Seat of Satan: Nazi Germany ... AT
THE THRONE OF SATAN. ... 2 Now, brethren, concerning
the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and our ..... THIS FIRST
VIDEO WALKS THROUGH ALL DETAILS FROM THAT ARE ...

German ascension of Satan
and decline paralleling
Americas ascension and
decliine

Americas ascension of
Satan and decline

• 1866 discovered a fragment of seat of satan=19455
end of world war 2

•

1945 created United Nations which is the Beast system. Land
donated by Rockefeller who god killed in 2018.

• 1871 german empire started1950/1952 in the world
eve3il reentered in in Nun movie

•

1947 Americas rise as a super power helping Jews with United
Nations to get back into their land. Operation Paper clip
brought German Nazis to Head Nasa

• 1878 ressurected pergamus and antisemetism was
born 1957 ???no debt…

•

1952/54 German empire started1950/1952 in the world eve3il
reentered in in Nun movie. National Debt started very small
and grew exponentially until the 17 million present status.
Took the Bible out of School

• 1910 house of satan rebuild in nuremberg started
adolf hitler is 21 hates jews in 1989 gereoge bush
and the new world order speech too plad sep 11
1990.

•

1958 Operation FishBowl to try to blow a Hole in the
Firmament with our Communist friends Russia. (both wanted
to God erradicated)

•

Obama Born on Aug. 4,

• 1930 house in Nuremberg was finished 20 years after
statring in 1910 finished in sept. 1930 . This equals
the start of the 2009. Start of barrack K Hussein
obama residential run until 2016

•

Jan 20-22 Abortion Approved and God Killed its proponent LBJ
with a massiv e Heart Attack. Then he allowed the President
Nixon who would lead us to our firsst miltiatry defeat and

•

1930 house in Nuremberg was finished 20 years after statring
in 1910 finished in sept. 1930 . This equals the start of the
2009. Start of barrack K Hussein obama residential run until
2016

•

1945 the war is over and hitler is killed ie thrown in the
bottomless pit. Jews are freed from the holecaust camps.
2024 antichrist is killed and thrown in a bottomless pit and
armegeddon and Jews are free to choose jesus sin a massive
later rain… dies on nissan 191945

• Hitler is born nissan 19 1889

• 1945 the war is over and hitler is killed ie thrown in
the bottomless pit. Jews are freed from the holecaust
camps. 2024 antichrist is killed and thrown in a
bottomless pit and armegeddon and Jews are free to
choose jesus sin a massive later rain… dies on nissan
191945

Father of hitler is Alios or alias ie
Rothschild illegitimate son
• Adolf Hitler
• Description
• Adolf Hitler was a German politician, demagogue, and Pan-German revolutionary. He
was leader of the Nazi Party, and rose to power in Germany as Chancellor in 1933 and
Führer in 1934. During his dictatorship from 1933 to 1945, he initiated World War II in
Europe by invading Poland in September 1939. Wikipedia
• Born: 20 April 1889, Braunau am Inn, Austria
• Died: 30 April 1945, Berlin, Germany
• Spouse: Eva Braun (m. 1945–1945)
• Previous office: Chancellor of the German Reich (1933–1945)
• Parents: Alois Hitler, Klara Hitler
• Quotes
• If you tell a big enough lie and tell it frequently enough, it will be believed.
• Make the lie big, make it sim

Father of hitler is Alios or alias ie
Rothschild illegitimate son
• Adolf Hitler
• 30 April 1945 died ??? Nissan 19 april 11???

JFK and Abe Lincoln
Killing

JFK Facts Point to the
Truth and the Occult
Involvment

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

JFK was sacrificed on 11-22-1963 61 years and some Odd days until New
Jerusalem will be set up and he will be a part of that…(1122=Devils trap…)

1122= Hebrew
Gematria =Devil’s
Trap Arise and
Shine Church
Leaders/Plot to
Kill all Saints

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Memorial for JFK is really for Lucifer. (Santa is anagram for
Satan) 411 Elm Street sounds a lot like of Friday the 13th.
Dimensions of JFKs Masonic ally significant tomb
honor s Lucifer. It is 29 inches above the ground
=29/12inches per foot= 2.41666 feet then the to kee p
with Phi ratio it is 50 square feet and 30 feet tall so if
we take the 30 feet ad the

81041.666
cubic feet… Ie the Black cube
club… ie 81=9*9 where nine
is Gods number per Tesla
and 666= Lucifer's number…
Got any questions…
2.41666feet=32.4166’*50’*50’=

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Memorial for JFK is really for Lucifer. (Santa is anagram for
Satan) 411 Elm Street sounds a lot like of Friday the 13th.
Dimensions of JFKs Masonic ally significant tomb
honor s Lucifer. It is 29 inches above the ground
=29/12inches per foot= 2.41666 feet then the to kee p
with Phi ratio it is 50 square feet and 30 feet tall so if
we take the 30 feet ad the

81041.666
cubic feet… Ie the Black cube
club… ie 81=9*9 where nine
is Gods number per Tesla
and 666= Lucifer's number…
Got any questions…
2.41666feet=32.4166’*50’*50’=

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Who wants New Jerusalem to be a cube and who developed
the Globe Earth Deception!!!
Actual Rev. 21:16 And the city lieth foursquare, and the length is as large as the breadth: and he measured the city with the reed,
twelve thousand furlongs. The length and the breadth and the height of it are equal.

Black Cube represents the Blue Bloods Ie the takers from society
ie Masons, Illuminati, Ashkenazi Jews.

JFks White cube was a show that he was a
Red Blood ie A giver of Society

Proposed Actual Rev. 21:16 And the city lieth foursquare, and the length is as large as the breadth: and he measured the city with the
reed, twelve thousand furlongs. The length and the breadth are equal.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

7 New Jerusalem Wall 12 Gates, 2 Pillars and House of David
Revelation 21:16 And the city lieth foursquare, and the length is as large as the breadth: and he measured the city with the reed, twelve thousand
furlongs. The length and the breadth and the height of it are equal.

12000 furlongs converted to Miles:
660 feet= one Furlong
5280 feet= one mile
12000 Furlong*660= 7,920,000 feet
7,920,000 feet/5280feet/mile=1500 miles
Assuming the enemy or an assumption lead to the
Actual Rev. 21:16 And the city lieth foursquare, and the length is as large as the breadth: and he measured the city with
the reed, twelve thousand furlongs. The length and the breadth and the height of it are equal.
Proposed Actual Rev. 21:16 And the city lieth foursquare, and the length is as large as the breadth: and he measured the
city with the reed, twelve thousand furlongs. The length and the breadth are equal.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

As the Hebrew once joked Coincidences are not Kosher…
Look at JFk vs Abe Coincidences vs Myths
Abraham Lincoln was elected to Congress in 1846.
John F. Kennedy was elected to Congress in 1946.
True
Lincoln failed to win the Vice Presidential nomination in 1856.
Kennedy failed to win the Vice Presidential nomination in 1956.
True
Abraham Lincoln was elected President in 1860.
John F. Kennedy was elected President in 1960.
True
Both were with their wives when they were assassinated.
True
Lincoln defeated Stephen Douglas who was born in 1813.
Kennedy defeated Richard Nixon who was born in 1913.
True
Both were particularly concerned with civil rights.
Mixed – Civil rights is an issue all presidents face, so it is debatable if these two presidents’ civil rights
agendas were extraordinary.
Both wives lost children while in the White House.
True
Both Presidents were shot on a Friday.
True

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

As the Hebrew once joked Coincidences are not Kosher…
Look at JFk vs Abe Coincidences vs Myths
Both Presidents were shot in the head.
True
Lincoln’s secretary was named Kennedy.
Kennedy’s secretary was named Lincoln.
False – There is no evidence that Lincoln had a secretary named Kennedy.
Both were assassinated by Southerners.
False – John Wilkes Booth was a Confederate spy and sympathizer, but he was from Maryland.
Both were succeeded by Southerners.
True
Both Presidents had Vice Presidents named Johnson.
True.
Lincoln’s Vice President was called Andrew Johnson who served in the House of Representatives in 1847.
Kennedy’s Vice President was called Lyndon Johnson who served in the House of Representatives in 1947.
Misleading – Johnson served in the House from 1843 through 1853. Johnson’s House tenure lasted from
1937-1949. There is no clear correlation between their dates of service nor their election to the House.
They were both in the House in ’43 through ’49 if you want to be specific on the years they
“overlapped”, but even that seems to be reaching for a coincidence.
Andrew Johnson, who succeeded Lincoln, was born in 1808.
Lyndon Johnson, who succeeded Kennedy, was born in 1908.
True.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

As the Hebrew once joked Coincidences are not Kosher…
Look at JFk vs Abe Coincidences vs Myths
John Wilkes Booth, who assassinated Lincoln, was born in 1839.
Lee Harvey Oswald, who assassinated Kennedy, was born in 1939.
False – Booth was born in 1838.
Both assassins were known by the three names. Both names are composed of fifteen letters.
Mixed – Both assassins are now known by their three names, but neither was during his lifetime. Both full names do contain 15 letters.
Lincoln was shot at the theater called “Ford.” Kennedy was shot in a car named “Lincoln”, made by Ford.
True
Booth ran from the theater and was caught in a warehouse.
Oswald ran from a warehouse and was caught in a theater.
Mixed – It’s a stretch to call the barn at which Booth was caught a “warehouse.”
Booth and Oswald were assassinated before their trials.
True – Although the use of the word “assassinated” is a stretch. “Killed” would have sufficed.
A week before Lincoln was shot, he was in Monroe Maryland.
A week before Kennedy was shot, he was with Marilyn Monroe.
False – Marilyn Monroe died over a year before Kennedy’s assassination, and it’s unclear if a “Monroe, Maryland” has ever existed. This
coincidence appears to be a later addition to the list above.
Final Score
True = 13
False = 5
Mixed or Misleading = 4
Bonus Coincidence
Modern lists usually omit the following item which was found in some versions from the 1960s:
Lincoln approved “In God We Trust” for two-cent pieces starting in 1864.
Kennedy approved “In God We Trust” for all coins started in 1964.
False – The motto was slowly adopted almost continuously through the 1950s on coins and paper currency
Both Killed by a Mason Conspiracy
True
Both wer called by God to Fight his Enemies in our Government to draw attention so we have time to Repent

UFO’s And their Reflection on the Truth
the Demonic Occultic Underworld is
Speaking through these UFO’s Crashes.
(study Megaliths and their precise
Number relatiohships with Karl Munck
and you might get this very important
Point!!!

JFK killing location and the
Roswell and other three
UFOs

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

From Aurora Crash to Wash. DC =1951/1952 KM seems to referr
to the Year Evil Will Return in the World

Giza Pyramid was never made by the
Egyptians but With Enoch’s Guidance
for sure and Gods planning. Isa.
19:19,20 says it Right Giza Is Gods
Witness and Testimony….

The Construction of the Giza
Pyramid Part 3!!!

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

This Rosicrucian Symbol shown below exposes all the secrets of God’s Universe.ie Squaring the
Circle, Pyramid, The Missing Capstone

The Construction of the Giza
Pyramid Part 6!!!

Megaliths are anything but Random
they are associated with the Special
Zero Gravity issues at the Edges of the
Firmaments. During each earth
expansion the firmaments would
relocate depending on the Location of
the Throne of God so they could get
maximum energy. That is why we can
not go to Antarctica that is where the
Special Electrical (Aurora Borealis)and
Density/Gravitational issue exist.

Along the Megalith North Pole Equator Sabah Appears to
be the center of all the Islands talked about in the BibleWith Angkor Watt as the perimeter point
Great American Eclipse
of Aug. 21,2017 and Chinese Megalith Pyramid
88.8*37.5=3330-5778=2448(year of exodus)

ZZZ=Grand
Canyon Sun,
Moon, Earth
Pyramids
Land of Eden

ZZ=Hudson Bay

Adam and Eve’s home after the fall
and Home of Noah and his building of
the ark!!!
Sabah Philippines

Z=Amazon outlet
Opposite of Land of Eden
in Sabah Philippines Missing Underwater
Paradise at bottom of the ocean!!!
Hawaii

Queen Elizabeths rise to
Power
“Murder by Numbers”

Queens chamber =38.16
and the day she poisoned
her way into power was Feb.
6,1952 and on that day the
angle of the Sun is exactly
38.16 degrees.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Queen rises to power on 2-6-1952 and has her diamond
Jubilee on 6-3-2012 Pentecost

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Queen rises to power on 2-6-1952 and has her
64th 2-6-2012

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Queen rises to power on 2-6-1952 and has her
66th year anniversary 2-6-2018

Phase five realize that God has allowed the evil to come back into the fallen world from a
Nephilim stand point to be like Noah’s day and this happened in Feb. 6, 1952. Presently lead by
Queen of England Elizabeth whore gained Power on Feb. 6,1952. Note this gives great credence
to the idea of the shortened last days ending in fall of 2022…
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Isa. The Lord GOD hath opened mine
50 v ear, and I was not rebellious, neither
5
turned away back.

1014

Joh
17

Isa.
50 v
6

THE LORD IS
GLORIOUS

I, even I, am the LORD; and beside
me there is no saviour.

I gave my back to the smiters, and
my cheeks to them that plucked off
the hair: I hid not my face from
shame and spitting.

Isaiah 43:1-13. In spite of Israel’s deliberate rejection of the Lord as her rightful king,
God reassures them, Fear not: for I have redeemed thee. The theme of redemption
appears 22 times in the Servant passages of the Book of Isaiah. It indicates a
redemption from physical and spiritual bondage as well as the eschatological
redemption yet to come (cf. 43:5-7; 44:22; 49:16, 17). In addition to redeeming Israel,
God also announces that all the nations (Gentiles) will be gathered to Him for
salvation.
Isaiah 50:1-11. This chapter begins with
an emphasis on the Lord’s unbreakable
commitment of marriage to His people Judah. The question Where is the bill of your
mother’s divorcement? is rhetorical, and the implied answer is that there is none.
This should be viewed in contrast with Jeremiah 3:8, where the Lord states that He
divorced Israel and threatens Judah with the same. In spite of their sins, He never
severed Himself from the Davidic line. This chapter also includes a prophecy of
Christ’s suffering. I gave my back to the smiters is referred to in Matthew 27:26 in
relation to the scourging that Christ received. My cheeks to them that plucked off the
hair refers to the plucking out of His beard. The reference to spitting is verified in
Matthew 26:27. The Servant is again seen as an individual suffering for the sins of the
people.
Isaiah 50:1-11. This chapter begins with an emphasis on the Lord’s unbreakable
commitment of marriage to His people Judah. The question Where is the bill of your
mother’s divorcement? is rhetorical, and the implied answer is that there is none.
This should be viewed in contrast with Jeremiah 3:8, where the Lord states that He
divorced Israel and threatens Judah with the same. In spite of their sins, He never
severed Himself from the Davidic line. This chapter also includes a prophecy of
Christ’s suffering. I gave my back to the smiters is referred to in Matthew 27:26 in
relation to the scourging that Christ received. My cheeks to them that plucked off the
hair refers to the plucking out of His beard. The reference to spitting is verified in

Hell is 3960 mi. Below the Sea Level
396 BNM = Temple is Exalted / Prince of Darkness

God’s
Throne

38.16 degrees
3960 mi.

Sea Level

HELL

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Revealed Truths from angles created from the Queen’s Chamber vents are 38.16 degrees and
this Marks the Start of the Last Days on the Flat Earth by the Nephilym descendants ie Queen
Elizabeth the Highest Ranking Mason Woman in the World
(or should I say Shapeshifter)

38.16 °
Queens chamber vent
Both sides=38.16 °
38.16 °

Base Angle of Giza
90°-38.16 ° = 51.84°

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Revealed Truths from angles created from the Queen’s Chamber vents are 38.16 degrees and
this Marks the Start of the Last Days on the Flat Earth by the Nephilym descendants ie Queen
Elizabeth the Highest Ranking Mason Woman in the World
(or should I say Shapeshifter)

38.16 °
Queens chamber vent
Both sides=38.16 °

38.16 °

Base Angle of Giza
90°-38.16 ° = 51.84°

Note Top of Pyramid and
apothems combined with
the queens Vents make
the perfect diamond Cut.
Diamonds ar Carbon put
under tremendous
pressure to be created.
Carbon has 6 electrons 6
protons 6
neutrons=666.Note the
World is going into
exptrem pressure as we
have already entere ed the
final 7 years of the last
days.

Samuel Laboy Designer of the Giza Perfect Symbol and its
Application to the Nameofthelord777 Ministry Flat Earth
Perfect Design Boss Just in Time for the Return of Jesus!!!

666 miles and Nautical
Miles connections Across
America and Megaliths
locations

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any
thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any
thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Why are UFO crash sites and Megalith Pyramids and Max. eclipse locations for
2017/2024 all related by 666NM, 1260 NM etc????

1216Nm From WTC
to Badlands, MPHB,
Aurora TX,

World Trade Center
New York City- Black CC

2160 miles from WTC
to PSG

666NM to MSE
ORLANDO

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any
thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Why are UFO crash sites and Megalith Pyramids and Max. eclipse locations for
2017/2024 all related by 666NM, 1260 NM etc????
World Trade Center
New York City- Black CC
6214 miles

Giza Pyramid
Temple Mount in
Jerusalem

Mecca on the 666 lin
from temple mount
ORLANDO

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any
thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Path of Moses by an expert who has visited the site of Mt Sinai 12 times.

1216Nm From WTC
to Badlands, MPHB,
Aurora TX,

World Trade Center
New York City- Black CC

2160 miles from WTC
to PSG

666NM to MSE
ORLANDO

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any
thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Why are UFO crash sites and Megalith Pyramids and Max. eclipse locations for
2017/2024 all related by 666NM, 1260 NM etc????

Badlands

Washington DC
38.94N,77W Blue CC

Path of Aug. 21, 2017
Solar Eclipse

ORLANDO

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any
thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Why are UFO crash sites and Megalith Pyramids and Max. eclipse locations for
2017/2024 all related by 666NM, 1260 NM etc?

2024 Max. Solar Eclipse
with Yellow CC

1260 miles
2017 MSE,
Badlands,
PSG

Aurora TX. UFO at
666 Miles

Roswell at
480 NM

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any
thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Why are UFO crash sites and Megalith Pyramids and Max. eclipse locations for
2017/2024 all related by 666NM, 1260 NM etc?
666NM Badlands
where Inglesia Ni
Cristo Bought
Land(black)

666Nm to
PSG

666Nm to
Chicago
666Nm to
MSE

666Nm to
Roswell
Crash Site

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any
thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Why are UFO crash sites and Megalith Pyramids and Max. eclipse locations for
2017/2024 all related by 666NM, 1260 NM etc?

1722 mile from
Teotihuacan and hits
grand canyon pyramid
and badlands

966Nm from
teotihuacan to
Aurora Tx. UFO
Orlando is
1275NM from
Teo
666 miles from
teotihuacan to
chichen Itza

Teotihuacan Green CC

Sunken pyramids
in Cuba

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any
thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Why are UFO crash sites and Megalith Pyramids and Max. eclipse locations for
2017/2024 all related by 666NM, 1260 NM etc?

Sun Pyramid in the
Grand Canyon

2017 Max Solar Eclipse

Badlands where the Mason CHurCH
CALLED Inglesia Ni Cristo from the
Philippines bought a huge Plot of
Desolate land . What do you think
they are counting on???

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any
thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Why are UFO crash sites and Megalith Pyramids and Max. eclipse locations for
2017/2024 all related by 666NM, 1260 NM etc?
Mystery of Hudson Bay connecting to
Pyramid of the Sun in Grand Canyon
and Teotihuacan, MSE 2017, Burmuda
and Aurora Tx.

Bermuda

Two Solar Eclipses pointing
to the Rise of The Cahokia
Indians in the last days. 820-2017 and 4-8-2024.
Remember they were lead
by Tall elongated head
white people with Hebrew
Ten comandment plaques…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any
thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Maximum eclipse in April 8, 2024 will be in Durango Mexico at 25.3
degrees North by 104.1 West(25.46*104.1=2648
2648-5778=3130Hebrew Year and 3760-3130=630BC

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any
thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Max Solar eclipse on Aug. 21, 2017 Solar Eclipse occurs at 37.5N and 88.8W=37.5*88.8=3330 converts
to 3330-5778=2448 Hebrew Year ie Exodus in the Gregorian it is 1312BC Time of the Exodus Maximum
eclipse in April 8, 2024 will be in Durango Mexico at 25.3 degrees North by 104.1 West(25.46*104.1=2648.
2648-5778=3130 Hebrew Year

be in
h by

0-

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither any
thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Maximum eclipse in April 8, 2024 will be in
Durango Mexico at 25.3 degrees North by
104.1 West

Location of Max Solar Eclipse is at 37.5Lat. N and 88.8E
37.5*88.8=3330 BNM 333=Sign from God Cahokia
Indians will rise

Location of Max Solar Eclipse is at 37.5Lat. N and 88.8E
37.5*88.8=3330 BNM 333=Sign from God Cahokia
Indians will rise

Location of Max Solar Eclipse is at 37.5Lat. N and 88.8E
to the Kecksburg Crash is 792/793KM=911 Milesand
converted to Furlongs=7288

Distance from Roswell to Aurora is 657.4 converted to Miles=
756 Gizas Base Length = 6048 Furlong(twice the perimeter of
Base of Giza (Kilometers to Miles is simple conversion mult. By
1.15 , Miles to Furlong conversion is multiply by 8)

Distance from Roswell to Kecksburg is 2713 converted to
Miles= 3119.9 Gizas Base Length (Kilometers to Miles is simple
conversion mult. By 1.15 , Miles to Furlong conversion is
multiply by 8)

260 day/year Mayan
connection between the
Salem Witch trials of 1692
and the return of Evil to the
World per assassination by
2-6-1952 Queen Elizabeth
and the movie of the nun

Think about this option versus 2024

•1952+70 years of
Daniel result in
2022

Sun and Moon Travel
distance and speeds are not
an accident…

Speed of light at Giza Latitude and 18667.618 distance the sun travels at Tropic of
Cancer on June 22 each year. The Distance the sun Travels at the Tropic of
Capricorn is 31112 every dec. 22 is a fractal of the Mayan year os starting in 3113
BC or the Number of Words in a KJV bible31104

Moons distance
from the North
Pole

Tropic of Cancer

2970

Moons diameter of
travel=2*Column B

5940.00

Circumference of
Circumference of the
the circle traveled
circle traveled assuming it
assuming it is
is done always in 24
done always in 24
hours. Cir. =Pi *D
hours

Miles
Circumference of CALCULATING
per hour if we now
the circle traveled know the total miles
divide by 24
assuming it is done thenforjustdist.
Using
always in 24 hours
3.14159

3.14159

3.1426968

3.142857143

18661.0446

18667.61899

18667.61899

Equator

3960

7920.00

24881.3928

Tropic of
Capricorn

4950

9900.00

31101.741

24

CALCULATING
CALCULATING
Miles per hour if Miles per hour if
we now know the we now know the
total miles then
total miles then
just divide by 24 just divide by 24
for dist. Using
for dist. Using
3.1426968
3.142857143

24

24

777.543525

777.817458

777.817458

24890.15866

24890.15866

1036.7247

777.817458

777.817458

31112.69832

31112.69832

1295.905875

777.817458

777.817458

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.
Mystery of the Speed of Light Revealed in the Last Days as a fractal in Miles, Meters and Feet. 299792458meters /second= the Latitude
of Giza on the flat earth or Globe Deception. Note the 186000 feet per second is related to slope of Giza in Meters and 1080 is a Fractal of
the Kilometers per hour. Time and distance are Related!!!!
Sunlight takes about 8 minutes 17 seconds to travel the average distance from the surface of the Sun to the Earth.
Exact values
metres per second
Planck length per Planck time
(i.e., Planck units)

299792458
1

Approximate values (to three significant digits)
kilometres per hour
1080 million (1.08×109)
miles per second
186000
[1]
miles per hour
671 million (6.71×108)
astronomical units per day
173[Note 1]
parsecs per year
0.307[Note 2]
Approximate light signal travel times
Distance
Time
one foot
1.0 ns
one metre
3.3 ns
from geostationary orbit to Earth
119 ms
the length of Earth's equator
134 ms
from Moon to Earth
1.3 s
from Sun to Earth (1 AU)
8.3 min
one light year
1.0 year
one parsec
3.26 years
from nearest star to Sun (1.3 pc)
4.2 years

Victor Orban the
Hungary Prime Minister

Hungary is After Gods Heart they built a wall and kept out all muslim now they are attacked

Hungary is After Gods Heart they built a wall and kept out all muslim now they are attacked

_____ Sorano to Barrack
Hussein Obama His fathers
cult tying muslims and
christians togeather not
Arbitrary

The Temple Of Baal coming
to Germany after ist
discovery and German
leading to Hitler then World
War 2

Nicolaus Copernicus publishes De revolutionibus
orbium coelestium (On the Revolutions of the
Heavenly Spheres) in Nuremberg, offering
entirely abstract mathematical arguments for
the existence of the heliocentric universe.

The Temple Of Baal coming
to Germany after ist
discovery and German
leading to Hitler then World
War 2

Wolf Blitzer and the
Holecaust and the Blitz
Krieg

Mission Impossible Wolf Blitzer

Copernicus born in 1473
the last year of the War of
Roses and King Henry the
th
8 ruling died in 1543 with
the globe scam assured as
he is a Jesuit at heart…

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Truth is Stanger than Fiction if people knew that the people running England were
descendants of Tubal Cain then there would be revolt against the Rothschilds

• We Know that the Bushes are demonic and they claim to be
descendant form the throne in England therefore simple
deduction means that the people claiming that the english
monarchy is a farce are truthers.
• It is possible they don’t inter marry because they want to
keep their blood line pure with tubal Cain Blood.
• The are luciferians at th core and answer the questions of
Bohemian grovew where babies are sacrificed and the
temple of Leah in Cebu where the modern day version of this
temple exists.
• King Author is of Christs Blood Ie the Franks and tribe of Dan.
• Queen Elizabeth is the highest ranking Mason in the World.
You must worship Lucifer to be a Mason!!!
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[LIGHT]

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Truth is Stanger than Fiction if people knew that the people running England were
descendants of Tubal Cain then there would be revolt against the Rothschilds

Sun Pyramid in Grand Canyon

Kecksburg PA UFO crash1966

Maximum Solar eclipse Aug.
21, 2017 and Cahokia
Pyramids Ie 201(911 is really
200 fallen angels and 1. ie 1 is
Satan himself. 37.5N and 72
W on giza meridian

Roswell UFO crash in 1947

Aurora Tx. UFO crash in 1897

Teotihucan Sun Pyramid in Mexico

72

EVANGELISTS

2

36

EXALTED MAN: Warrior

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Truth is Stanger than Fiction if people knew that the people running England were
descendants of Tubal Cain then there would be revolt against the Rothschilds

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Christ Rose on the 22nd of March which means his death was either the 19th or 18th 18 means
bondage and 19 means Fatih so I thnk the 19th of March 30 ad or maybe 33 ad

• Matthew 27:45 Now from the sixth hour there was darkness
over all the land unto the ninth hour.
Mark 15:33 And when the sixth hour was come, there was
darkness over the whole land until the ninth hour.
Luke 23:44 And it was about the sixth hour, and there was a
darkness over all the earth until the ninth hour.
John 4:6 Now Jacob’s well was there. Jesus therefore, being
wearied with his journey, sat thus on the well: and it was
about the sixth hour.
John 19:14 And it was the preparation of the passover, and
about the sixth hour: and he saith unto the Jews, Behold your
King!
Acts 10:9 ¶ On the morrow, as they went on their journey, and
drew nigh unto the city, Peter went up upon the housetop to
pray about the sixth hour:

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Sword in King Authors hands is a symbol of temporal Power and Spiritual
Power there is no separation of Church and State

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

The Crucifixion on the Cross has been
Perverted by the Masons and their Minions!!!
Here is the Scene from the Welsh perspective.

The Welsh believe that Jesus was both man and spiritual before his death in 33 or 30 AD but after incarnation he was Just Spiritually Devine.
33+546=death date=579AD . However if you use the actual death year of 30 AD then30+546=576. a more likely number divisible to 144 and
288 and 12.

There are two Authors
one in 350AD who
fought the Romans

There are two Authors
one in One in 500AD
who fought the Saxons!

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Masons Perversion they Make this Crucifixion picture about their God
=Tubal- Cain. Ie Jesus= Cain, the other two on the Cross are Tu Baal Cain
worshipers!!!

The Mason’s Make Jesus
out to be Tubal Cain. The
One God Marked for
killing Abel his Brother!!!
There are two Authors
Thieves are Tubal Cain
worshipers!

There are two Authors
Thieves are Tubal Cain
worshipers!

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

12 Knights and the thirteens is King Author

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

JFK was sacrificed on 11-22-1963 61 years and some Odd days until New
Jerusalem will be set up and he will be a part of that…(1122=Devils trap…)

1122= Hebrew
Gematria =Devil’s
Trap Arise and
Shine Church
Leaders/Plot to
Kill all Saints

JFK was sacrificed on 11-22-1963 61 years and some Odd
days until New Jerusalem will be set up and he will be a
part of that…(1122=Devils trap…)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Trumpence is mocking us as we go through the trumpet
judgments

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

God Knows the Beginning from the End History is not
Arbitrary but God Ordained

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

God Knows the Beginning from the End History is not
Arbitrary but God Ordained

Of King Authors 12
Knight s of the
Round table Sir
Galahad was One of
the Key
Players(Coincidence
is Not Kosher)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

God Knows the Beginning from the End History is not
Arbitrary but God Ordained

Statesman is the
Whiskey from
America and
Kingsman are the
Tailors from
United Kingdome.
Suits and Boots

Mercator Triangle

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leelands Giza Pyramid Score lines may signify Pre Flood
Time frame back to Aeon 1 =31104 AM or 29088 BC

Christ angle

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leelands Giza Pyramid Score lines may signify Pre Flood
Time frame back to Aeon 1 =31104 AM or 29088 BC
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Leelands Giza Pyramid Score lines may signify Pre Flood
Time frame back to Aeon 1 =31104 AM or 29088 BC
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Leelands Giza Pyramid Score lines may signify Pre Flood
Time frame back to Aeon 1 =31104 AM or 29088 BC

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leelands Giza Pyramid Score lines may signify Pre Flood
Time frame back to Aeon 1 =31104 AM or 29088 BC

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leelands Giza Pyramid Score lines may signify Pre Flood
Time frame back to Aeon 1 =31104 AM or 29088 BC

From Noah Webster
(Mason)and his Friend Ben
Franklin were the Leaders in
leading our Country to the
FDR (Mason) Adding the 13
level World Take over
Pyramid to the Dollar Bill.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Novus Ordo Seclorum =From Chaos to Order
Veisica Pisces
encircling the
Great Seal.
13 tier
pyramid like in
Sudan.
13bnm=Apost
asy.

Web of the Bill to represent the
spider trapping its prey the
American people who Idolize
the American Dollar

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Noah Webster a devout Mason Laid the Ground work For
the Last days in America and their Take over in 6-6-2020.
(incidentally the same time frame the National Id with
embedded chip will be enforced)

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Noah Webster a devout Mason Laid the Ground work For
the Last days in America and their Take over in 6-6-2020.
(incidentally the same time frame the National Id with
embedded chip will be enforced)
You might ask why do we have a Web background on our
American USA Dollar well the Occult can give you the answer
they are blue bloods and worship the 88 and 8 thus 8 legs
anything. ie spider and octopus which incidentally has blue
blood. They love all things that God warns will be in the last
days on the same dollar bill is a pyramid with 13 levels. Ie
BNM13= Apostasy. Also God warns of Kites and Owls in
Enoch will be present

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Planet Sizes on Flat Earth vs Globe Earth
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Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Jesus /George Bush Sr. Time line ie 9-11-1990-5-19-2024
Millennium Last days time line(food for Thought)
explaination

dates

days from 12-21-2010 start of 9th and final perfect tetrad

Jesus Reborn on 9-11-1990 Geroge Bush Speech

9/11/1990

-7406

Jesus circumsized on 9-19-1990

9/19/1990

-7398

jesus 11 years old 9-11-2001 Geroge Bush 911 scam

9/11/2001

-3388

jesus 18 years old 9-11-2008 Geroge Bush 911 scam

9/11/2008

-831

jesus 22 years old 9-11-2012

9/11/2012

630

HE WHO BELIEVES HAS EYES TO SEE THE LIGHT

jesus 23years old 9-11-2013

9/11/2013

995

FROM DUST TO DUST

jesus 24 years old 9-11-2014

9/11/2014

1360

I AM THE GOOD SHEPHERD: MY SHEEP HEAR ME

jesus 25 years old 9-11-2015 Geroge Bush 911 scam

9/11/2015

1725

EXILE TO BABYLON

9/11/2016

2091

HE WHO BELIEVES RISES FROM THE DEAD

7/4/2017

2387

MONEY IS WORSHIPED

Donald trumps 88022 timeframe starts here on July 4,
2017 from july 4, 1776 +88 days =58 dead rememding all
that nethayahu is the 58 prime minster and trum is the
58th leader of america and enoch wanrns that jeus will
reutren duthing th 58th leader

10/1/2017

2476

MONEY IS WORSHIPED

jesus 27 years old 9-11-2017 Geroge Bush 911 scam

9/11/2017

2456

MONEY IS WORSHIPED

jesus 28 years old 9-11-2018 BNm= christ in you

9/11/2018

2821

NO EYES TO SEE, NO EARS TO HEAR

jesus29years old 9-11-2019
jesus 30 years old 9-11-2020
jesus 31 years old 9-11-2021
jesus 32 years old 9-11-2022
jesus 33 years old 9-11-2023

9/11/2019
9/11/2020
9/11/2021
9/11/2022
9/11/2023

3186
3552
3917
4282
4647

TRUE LOVE
PROCLAIM FREEDOM OF WORSHIP
HUMILITY: Submission
I WILL NOT LEAVE YOU AS ORPHANS
GIVE GLORY TO GOD !

jesus 33.5 years old 9-11-2024

3/20/2024

4838

A BRANCH THAT DOES NOT BEAR FRUIT IS CUT OFF

5/19/2024

4898

PROCLAIM FREEDOM OF WORSHIP

jesus 26 years old 9-11-2016 enlightenment bnm=26=
gospel
Donald trumps 88022 timeframe starts here on July 4,
2017 from july 4, 1776

Millenium begins Pentecost 2024 may 19,2024 61 days

BNM explainations for years

33 and 88 huge connection

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Planet Sizes on Flat Earth vs Globe Earth

Tributes for
Nameofthelord777 Ministry
teach us that history is not
Arbitrary

OCC – Oasis of Christ’s Children
2013-Millennium

Tribute to those
Giants that came
before us
especially those
that paid the
ultimate price.

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.

Bill William Cooper Gets a Double Tribute as an
American Last Days Hero
Died because he dared tell us the truth.
1. Bilderberg Group is waging a Silent war on
American People (worlds People)
2. JFK was killed as he was not a Team
Rothschild Player
3. Rothschild is going to start a war to end all
wars to eliminate 6.5 Billion people.
4. Rothschild had Mr. Cooper Killed Nov. 5,
2001 after he had predicted 911 and
tried to warn you.
5. As he often does like they Named the
captain of the Enterprise in Star Wars after
the scientist that floated in a balloon and
took pictures showing it is a Flat Earth after
Him Captain Piccard.
6. Read his Book “Pale Horse” tell all…

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.
Bill William Cooper Exposes the Bilderberg Group and Rothschild their
leader sheding light on their Dark Plans for the world!!!

What Bill William Cooper Did for Un Published but TRUE agenda of
God and America and he paid the
the Bilderberg Group.
CONSEQUENTLY, in the interest of future
ultimate price.
The Birth of the silent war as he likes world order, peace, and tranquility, it was
decided to privately wage a quiet war
to call it was started prior to the
against the American public with an
killing of JFK but the outline of their
ultimate objective of permanently
Goals to create a New world Order shifting the natural and social energy
were published by this Courageous
(wealth) of the undisciplined and
man who came in contact with a irresponsible many into the hands of the
document from the Bilderberger self-disciplined, responsible, and worthy
meeting left in a Copy Machine few.(this is an excerpt from the document
in the copy machine.)
bought at an auction.

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.
Bill William Cooper Is Being Honored by having his name placed on the
largest non Bank Mortgage servicer in America. August 2017
1. Now in an Odd stroke of Fate Mr. Cooper will be in a Mocking way will be honored by his Dreaded enemy.
Mr. Rothschild by rebranding his Nationstar Mortgage which will become Mr. Cooper in August to
Coincide with the final step in the Destruction of America the False Flag Killing of Donald Trump and the
Appointing of Obama as supreme Leader. (Antichrist must be Gay and Trump is only there to give you
time to decide to stand for Jesus before Aug. 21, 2017 Solar Eclipse. (Last was June 6, 1918 99 years, 2
months, 3 days 23= death and Punishment)
2. Symbolically here in the Story of Esther Mr. Cooper is played by Mordacai Esther2:21 ¶ In those days,
while Mordecai (Mr. Cooper) sat in the king’s gate, two of the king’s chamberlains, Bigthan and Teresh
(Obama Pope Francis, Trump )22 And the thing was known to Mordecai, who told it unto Esther the
queen; and Esther certified the king thereof in Mordecai’s name. 23 And when inquisition was made of
the matter, it was found out; therefore they were both hanged on a tree: and it was written in the book
of the chronicles before the king.
3. What will Happen to Rothschild is here. Esther 6:10 Then the king said to Haman (Rothschild), Make
haste, and take the apparel and the horse, as thou hast said, and do even so to Mordecai the Jew, that
sitteth at the king’s gate: let nothing fail of all that thou hast spoken. 11 Then took Haman the apparel
and the horse, and arrayed Mordecai, and brought him on horseback through the street of the city, and
proclaimed before him, Thus shall it be done unto the man whom the king delighteth to honour.
(Rothschild is now honoring Mr. Cooper with the naming of Nationstar as Mr. Cooper how Poetic Justice

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.

Bill William Cooper Gets a Double Tribute as an
True God/American Last Days Hero
Mr. Rothschild you deserve no ones Respect and Hell will be so extra hot for you. Your Bank of
America is Riddled with the truth of your secret knowledge of the Giza Pyramid ie 1-800-4321000(432 fractal of the size of the Flat Earth and 1000 is the millennium you will be in Hell for. Your
corporate office modeled after the burning Bush I know in some perverted Demonic lie you believe
you are doing God s bidding creating the environment for destruction of 6.5 billion people. You
probably in a more absurd way think that the parable of the talents and the fact that you have more
money and wealth than any other person in the world is going to get you a “Well Done Good and
Faithful Servant.”Matt. 25:23 The parable is about what you have done for the one who gave you the
money ie God. You have done all this for yourself and Lucifer and he will say Get out I never knew
you. Matt. 7:23 I have news for your perverted demonic mind. When you choose to worship
mammon and not live by golden rule and worship Lucifer and not Jesus. You chose the Path of
Destruction and you will get a chance to Repent as we all will but you PRIDE is you enemy and your
drinking of Babies Blood in rituals has allowed so much demonic impact. God will not Reward you for
leading in Child Trafficking and surrounding yourself with pedophiles Sexual perverts like Obama and
Michael his transvestite partner. You must see that you think you are leading to the end on you own
thinking but who do you think put those thoughts into your mind. Proverbs 16:4

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.

Bill William Cooper Gets a Double Tribute as an
True God/American Last Days Hero

Parallel to Mordacai the Richest Man in the world is being forced to Honor his only Enemy Mr. Cooper.
(Haman was forced to honor Mordacai Esther 6:11) We are Warning You Mr. Cooper (Rothschild’s Nation
star Mortgage Company Rebranding to Mr. Cooper to mock this Man who tried to warn you)is your
Beginning of your End as a Country!!!

God’s Greatest tribute Goes to
Rothschild’s Greatest Enemy!!!

Number 432 KING
HONORS FAITHFUL
SERVANT Remember
Rothschild Honors
Lucifer but our King
is not of this
world!!!
Best Friend of America Worst Enemy of
Rothschild!!! (A Type of Mordacai)

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.

Bill William Cooper Gets a Double Tribute as an
True God/American Last Days Hero

Parallel to Mordacai the The Richest Man in the world is being forced to Honor his only Enemy Mr. Cooper.
(Haman was forced to honor Mordacai Esther 6:11) We are Warning You Mr. Cooper (Rothschild’s
Nationstar Mortgage Company Rebranding to Mr. Cooper to mock this Man who tried to warn you)is your
Beginning of your End as a Country!!!

God’s Greatest tribute Goes to
Rothschild’s Greatest Enemy!!!

Killed in
November,2001
after his predicted
911 took place ,
Author of the Pale
Horse.
Best Friend of America Worst Enemy of
Rothschild!!! (Type of Mordacai)

Thanks to Jonathan Cahn and his amazing true
Revelations connecting the Dots from History to
the Last days being Scripted by God!!!
Jonathan is a Messianic Jew speaking
revelations of the Last Days in his two
books the Harbinger (warning to
America). Then Paradigm is a showing
of amazing revelations showing Gods
scripting of the Last Days!!!

Thanks to Martin Luther and William
Tyndale’s bravery to Spread the Truth and
Translate the Bible to the world.

Thanks to Martin Luther and William
Tyndale’s bravery to Spread the Truth and
Translate the Bible to the world.

Thanks to David Flynn’s wisdome on Temple Mount distance to
Anywhere in the World Revealing Histories Major Dates. His Connection
between time and space with the
Temple Mount in JerUSAlem
is revolutionary in honoring the unexplainable God.

Distances from Temple Mount (God’s Home on Earth) in
Jerusalem to Giza Pyramid, London, Ankara Turkey, Mecca,
Roswell New Mexico, Sea of Galilee, Sidon Syria, Mt. Hermon,
Bethlehem.(Thanks in Part to David Flynn for pointing to this
Correlation between distance and time)

Thanks to two Woman that ought to know

the truth as they joined in Christ’s suffering!!!

Thanks to Nikola Tesla’s wisdome from
God that revealed His Great Power.

Thanks to “The God Culture” for there wisdome to
follow a hint given through a Philippine person and it
lead to astounding Revelations.ie Land of Eden/Ophir,
Eden, Location of the Ark being Built etc

Thanks to “The God Culture” for there wisdome to
follow a hint given through a Philippine person and
it lead to astounding Revelations.ie Land of Eden,
Eden, Location of Ark etc

Image development of
pyramid and last days

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Mercury is the Almalgamation of the Last days right in front of our eyes!!! (Plain Sight)
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Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Warning Signs Trum
of 58 on Oct. 1,,201
July 4, 1776

Sept
Risin
dark

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

d between April19- May 1 and is associated with Fire worship and
and the World eventually as they will start Chaos to large that you
for the Antichrist as your leader.

t. 1, 2017 88 days from July 4,2017 which is
h the Illuminati (Illuminati founding is May
e timing) and USA.

e the Judgment clock is running
is the releasing of Satan to reign
Christ crucified. He will show up
y1, 2018

The Final Blood Moon will lead us on our Way to the Start of
Millennium it is our interpretation of the scriptures that we
see the Seals 6 Great Earth quake then the final 6 Trumpets
^ Bowl judgments will happen simultaneously.
Warning Signs Trumps False flag killing of 58 on
Oct. 1,,2017 88022+88 from July 4, 1776

Warning Signs Transgender Bathrooms by Obama
Baphomet by Obama in Detroit on July 25, 2015 signs
July 7, 2015? Mercury Rising for Gods
enemy Islam darkness falling on America

for the two stars Obama
Obamanation and Pope
phet Pedophile

is elected on
013 and he is
le of the False
phet

is and the
making most

e is coming Jun.
the UFO false

o us that he is faithful to do all he said
amid is an amazing Tribute to his
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R

George Bush Jr. was
allowing the 911
America. He and Ke
Bones 322 Yale Mem
College

The Occult le
turned into P

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Supposed Stars and Galaxy's and the made up 93,000 ,000 million miles to the Sun all covered in
the program called Photo shop did I mention Moon landing in Hollywood???

Go from this to this in a
few clicks of the Mouse
in Photo shop the same
way they do with
Moon Landings

God’s Perfect Symmetry :
Perfect Chaos in Between Blood Moons

13 Days of
Apostasy

322 – Skull &
Bones Occult Ritual

SUPERMOON

March 22
(Spring Equinox)
(322)

906 days

BLOOD MOON
(13x5) 65 days

Beltane Occult
Ritual

April 19

May 1
BLOOD MOON

13 days

50 days
88 days
Sept. 28,
2015
RIVER OF DEATH

906

Hab. 3

January 31,
2018
3

302

88 days

88

ADVERSARY RAISED
UP

That saith to the deep,
Isa. 44
Be dry, and I will dry
v 27
up thy rivers:

July 27, 2018

April 29 / 30

65

BNM
RIGHTEOUS
AFFLICTED

BNM
APOSTASY

F1
5

F1

F1

2

44

F1
13

BNM
MURDERERS:
Secret Plots

BNM
REBELLION

Rev. 13:18
Here is
Wisdom…666

(266th

March 13, 2013
Pope Francis was Elected)
July 22, 2013 (13th Star of David)
April 15, 2014 (1st Blood Moon of 8th Tetrad)
Oct.8, 2014 (2nd Blood Moon of the 8th Tetrad)
9-10
Jan.1, 2015 (1st day of 2015)
Jan. 5, 2015 (Middle of 8th Tetrad)
March 20, 2015 (Total Solar Eclipse) Netanyahu was Elected
William Tyndale’s
Born in 1494
April 4, 2015 (3rd Blood Moon of the 8th Tetrad)
8
2-66 Tetrad
Sept. 13, 2015 (Partial Solar Eclipse) World Economy Collapse

Martin Luther
Oct. 8,, 31, 1517Aug. 8, 1990
172,666

Sept. 23, 2015 (Day of Atonement) Pope Francis Arrive USA
Sept. 28, 2015 (Sukkot & Final Blood Moon of 8th Tetrad)
Oct. 25, 2015 (Conjunction Jupiter/Venus)
Aug. 21, 2017 (Total Solar Eclipse)
Sept. 21-23, 2017 (Clad Woman)
Sept. 21-23, 2017 (Clad Woman)
Sept. 21-23, 2017 (Clad Woman
Jan. 31, 2019 Final Blood
Apr.19-May1, 2018 Beltan
June 22, 2018 25920 day
July 26/27, 2018 Middle
Moon
Jan. 21, 2019Final Bloo
Millennium

July 4, 1947
Roswell ACD

11

1

2

3

Aug. 8,1990

13 Birth
Pains
(2x66)
132 days
13 Stars of David

266 days

266 days
9th Tetrad

266 days
4,5

6

266 days

66
6

days
7
1260 days ( Rev. 13:5)

1-11

Reasons Jesus Reasons Pope Francis is the Beast of Rev. 13

Gods number are
definitely not Arbitrary..

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.
The Occult leaders believe that as Enoch said that the fallen angels were turned into Planets ie Murcery and Venus. Mercury and Venus
that are in our 6th firmament and stay low to the Horizon. These Fallen Angels are believed to control this Realm are the leaders of our
time period. Since Occult leaders Ie Rothschild Bushes, Merkel follow these fallen angels as they are of the Blue Blood line of Cain those
that worship Lucifer. Therefore you will see all demonic activity related to the NWO Take over timed with Mercury heavenly events . Here
you see it is at the time of July 7th, 2015 at 5:55:55 PM (555’s are significant in there Mantra and philosophy as above as Below) and
Mercury setting.(Messenger of the Gods) Ho many Americans really know that the Bin Laden family blamed for the 7 building knocked
down in New York actually are the family that built the Replacement in Mecca to show the moving of the Focus of Power from America to
Middle East.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Giza’s Pyramid is so remarkable and the Universe in always is a fractal of this shape. All Megaliths
are located by the technique used below or by the Sweetspot we teach in the studies..
AsGard Mt. of Gods

Grand
Canyon Sun
Pyramid

Baalbek

GornayaShoria
Stone Henge

Hawaii

Cuban sunken pyramids
Mother of
the Sphinx

Amazon Inlet
Easter Island

Mayan and same Lat.
As Giza and Teotihucan

Cahokia Sun Worship
Pyramid=Max Solar
Eclipse GAE

Mt. Sinai, Giza,
Mt. Hermon,
Cypress, Temple
Mount

Angkor Watt
Indus Valley

The Isa.19:19 Exodus sign the Giza Pyramid has been on Plain
Sight the Giza Pyramids show the Last Days Developing.

Pyramid Top
6108 = 2019 6111 = 2022 AD

1880 AD

2019

1910 AD

0
2623 BC

2889 1980
AD AD

2889
AD/BC

2270 AD

1910 AD

360 yrs.
619 yrs.
322 yrs.
Skull and Bones
3047 AD/BC

Jesus
4 BC Birth 30 AD
Death

389 yrs.
Reformation of
Martin Luther
1521 AD

1453 BC

2141 BC

0 / 4088 BC
Creation
Year

The Queen’s chamber passage
1453
B.C.
2141
B.C.
is AD
the
Bottomless
pit
isThe
1521
inches=
1521
the
extendsYear
horizontally
Protestant
reformation,
Exodus
thethus
alignment
of -the
last
the
time322
of Jesus
return
= 1521
some
inches
/
years
Israelites
came
out
Pole Star
Draconis
+ 500 years Hanukah to Feast
(322(Dragon
= skull and
bones)
of trumpets
=Star)
2021?
from
Egypt

Taking all the numbers together will make an equation that
reveal the exact longitude and latitude of Roswell crash site.

AEON
AEON
CLOCK
CLOCK

21,600 / 33.33

104.56

=

648.064806480648

/ 3.14159265 =

33.28

/

19.47

= 33.28 x

3.14159265 =

x 19.47 = 648.064806480648 x 33.33

=

104.56

21,600

Roswell UFO Crash Connection to the Last Days

two witnesses (Rev. 11:3)

Sept. 21, 2017
(start of tribulation)

Sept. 23, 2017
200 fallen angels

July 4,
1947

(Sun-clad Woman
Sign, fallen angels will
be cast down to earth
after this heavenly
sign)

Solstice / Equinox on Flat Earth

Last Triples
Jan. 31,
2018

Jun .22,
2018

July 27,
2018

25920 days
Roswell UFO Crash

Jesus Return?

Dec. 22,
2018

Fall of
Babylon

Jan. 21,
2019

Israel Final
Judgment

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

The New Jerusalem is in the Pyramids Missing Capstone by the 5% Angular Distance Revealed
to us in the Giza Pyramid. BNM and other connections are so Numerous.
Mark 13:14
But when ye shall
see the abomination of
desolation, spoken of by Daniel
the prophet, standing where it
ought not, (let him that readeth
understand,) then let them that be in
Judæa flee to the mountains.
Pope Francis was elected
after the Last Pope was
indicted on Child trafficking
march 13, 2013

Obama and Kerry at the
Church of the nativity on
March. 22, 2013 as the
abomination of desolation

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Crop circles are from descendants of Cain living in Antarctica .
They are the remnant of the 200 Fallen Angels.

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

American Law providing for an embassy in Jerusalem numbered 1322 BNm=13= Apostasy,
BNM=22=Light and Darkness , BNM=322=slaves destroy Master/Purified Church

Tributes for
Nameofthelord777 Ministry
Proving History is not
Arbitrary

OCC – Oasis of Christ’s Children
2013-Millennium

Tribute to those
Giants that came
before us
especially those
that paid the
ultimate price.

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.

Bill William Cooper Gets a Double Tribute as an
American Last Days Hero
Died because he dared tell us the truth.
1. Bilderberg Group is waging a Silent war on
American People (worlds People)
2. JFK was killed as he was not a Team
Rothschild Player
3. Rothschild is going to start a war to end all
wars to eliminate 6.5 Billion people.
4. Rothschild had Mr. Cooper Killed Nov. 5,
2001 after he had predicted 911 and
tried to warn you.
5. As he often does like they Named the
captain of the Enterprise in Star Wars after
the scientist that floated in a balloon and
took pictures showing it is a Flat Earth after
Him Captain Piccard.
6. Read his Book “Pale Horse” tell all…

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.
Bill William Cooper Exposes the Bilderberg Group and Rothschild their
leader sheding light on their Dark Plans for the world!!!

What Bill William Cooper Did for Un Published but TRUE agenda of
God and America and he paid the
the Bilderberg Group.
CONSEQUENTLY, in the interest of future
ultimate price.
The Birth of the silent war as he likes world order, peace, and tranquility, it was
decided to privately wage a quiet war
to call it was started prior to the
against the American public with an
killing of JFK but the outline of their
ultimate objective of permanently
Goals to create a New world Order shifting the natural and social energy
were published by this Courageous
(wealth) of the undisciplined and
man who came in contact with a irresponsible many into the hands of the
document from the Bilderberger self-disciplined, responsible, and worthy
meeting left in a Copy Machine few.(this is an excerpt from the document
in the copy machine.)
bought at an auction.

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.
Bill William Cooper Is Being Honored by having his name placed on the
largest non Bank Mortgage servicer in America. August 2017
1. Now in an Odd stroke of Fate Mr. Cooper will be in a Mocking way will be honored by his Dreaded enemy.
Mr. Rothschild by rebranding his Nationstar Mortgage which will become Mr. Cooper in August to
Coincide with the final step in the Destruction of America the False Flag Killing of Donald Trump and the
Appointing of Obama as supreme Leader. (Antichrist must be Gay and Trump is only there to give you
time to decide to stand for Jesus before Aug. 21, 2017 Solar Eclipse. (Last was June 6, 1918 99 years, 2
months, 3 days 23= death and Punishment)
2. Symbolically here in the Story of Esther Mr. Cooper is played by Mordacai Esther2:21 ¶ In those days,
while Mordecai (Mr. Cooper) sat in the king’s gate, two of the king’s chamberlains, Bigthan and Teresh
(Obama Pope Francis, Trump )22 And the thing was known to Mordecai, who told it unto Esther the
queen; and Esther certified the king thereof in Mordecai’s name. 23 And when inquisition was made of
the matter, it was found out; therefore they were both hanged on a tree: and it was written in the book
of the chronicles before the king.
3. What will Happen to Rothschild is here. Esther 6:10 Then the king said to Haman (Rothschild), Make
haste, and take the apparel and the horse, as thou hast said, and do even so to Mordecai the Jew, that
sitteth at the king’s gate: let nothing fail of all that thou hast spoken. 11 Then took Haman the apparel
and the horse, and arrayed Mordecai, and brought him on horseback through the street of the city, and
proclaimed before him, Thus shall it be done unto the man whom the king delighteth to honour.
(Rothschild is now honoring Mr. Cooper with the naming of Nationstar as Mr. Cooper how Poetic Justice

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.

Bill William Cooper Gets a Double Tribute as an
True God/American Last Days Hero
Mr. Rothschild you deserve no ones Respect and Hell will be so extra hot for you. Your Bank of
America is Riddled with the truth of your secret knowledge of the Giza Pyramid ie 1-800-4321000(432 fractal of the size of the Flat Earth and 1000 is the millennium you will be in Hell for. Your
corporate office modeled after the burning Bush I know in some perverted Demonic lie you believe
you are doing God s bidding creating the environment for destruction of 6.5 billion people. You
probably in a more absurd way think that the parable of the talents and the fact that you have more
money and wealth than any other person in the world is going to get you a “Well Done Good and
Faithful Servant.”Matt. 25:23 The parable is about what you have done for the one who gave you the
money ie God. You have done all this for yourself and Lucifer and he will say Get out I never knew
you. Matt. 7:23 I have news for your perverted demonic mind. When you choose to worship
mammon and not live by golden rule and worship Lucifer and not Jesus. You chose the Path of
Destruction and you will get a chance to Repent as we all will but you PRIDE is you enemy and your
drinking of Babies Blood in rituals has allowed so much demonic impact. God will not Reward you for
leading in Child Trafficking and surrounding yourself with pedophiles Sexual perverts like Obama and
Michael his transvestite partner. You must see that you think you are leading to the end on you own
thinking but who do you think put those thoughts into your mind. Proverbs 16:4

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.

Bill William Cooper Gets a Double Tribute as an
True God/American Last Days Hero

Parallel to Mordacai the Richest Man in the world is being forced to Honor his only Enemy Mr. Cooper.
(Haman was forced to honor Mordacai Esther 6:11) We are Warning You Mr. Cooper (Rothschild’s Nation
star Mortgage Company Rebranding to Mr. Cooper to mock this Man who tried to warn you)is your
Beginning of your End as a Country!!!

God’s Greatest tribute Goes to
Rothschild’s Greatest Enemy!!!

Number 432 KING
HONORS FAITHFUL
SERVANT Remember
Rothschild Honors
Lucifer but our King
is not of this
world!!!
Best Friend of America Worst Enemy of
Rothschild!!! (A Type of Mordacai)

Psalms 116:15 Precious in the sight of the
LORD is the death of his saints.

Bill William Cooper Gets a Double Tribute as an
True God/American Last Days Hero

Parallel to Mordacai the The Richest Man in the world is being forced to Honor his only Enemy Mr. Cooper.
(Haman was forced to honor Mordacai Esther 6:11) We are Warning You Mr. Cooper (Rothschild’s
Nationstar Mortgage Company Rebranding to Mr. Cooper to mock this Man who tried to warn you)is your
Beginning of your End as a Country!!!

God’s Greatest tribute Goes to
Rothschild’s Greatest Enemy!!!

Killed in
November,2001
after his predicted
911 took place ,
Author of the Pale
Horse.
Best Friend of America Worst Enemy of
Rothschild!!! (Type of Mordacai)

Thanks to Jonathan Cahn and his amazing true
Revelations connecting the Dots from History to
the Last days being Scripted by God!!!
Jonathan is a Messianic Jew speaking
revelations of the Last Days in his two
books the Harbinger (warning to
America). Then Paradigm is a showing
of amazing revelations showing Gods
scripting of the Last Days!!!

Thanks to Martin Luther and William
Tyndale’s bravery to Spread the Truth and
Translate the Bible to the world.

Thanks to Martin Luther and William
Tyndale’s bravery to Spread the Truth and
Translate the Bible to the world.

Thanks to David Flynn’s wisdome on Temple Mount distance to
Anywhere in the World Revealing Histories Major Dates. His Connection
between time and space with the
Temple Mount in JerUSAlem
is revolutionary in honoring the unexplainable God.

Distances from Temple Mount (God’s Home on Earth) in
Jerusalem to Giza Pyramid, London, Ankara Turkey, Mecca,
Roswell New Mexico, Sea of Galilee, Sidon Syria, Mt. Hermon,
Bethlehem.(Thanks in Part to David Flynn for pointing to this
Correlation between distance and time)

Thanks to two Woman that ought to know

the truth as they joined in Christ’s suffering!!!

Thanks to Nikola Tesla’s wisdome from
God that revealed His Great Power.

Thanks to “The God Culture” for there wisdome to
follow a hint given through a Philippine person and it
lead to astounding Revelations.ie Land of Eden/Ophir,
Eden, Location of the Ark being Built etc

Thanks to “The God Culture” for there wisdome to
follow a hint given through a Philippine person and
it lead to astounding Revelations.ie Land of Eden,
Eden, Location of Ark etc

Thanks to “Rosette Delacroix” for her wisdome to
lead people to The God Culture and her EXCELLENT
DECODING of Movies and Flat Earth Insight

Caution: Great Information but her information is meant for you to accept the False Messiah of the
Hunger
Muslims she rightfully hates the bad Jews but she can not differentiate that there are faithful Jews as
Games
the God culture teaches hiding in Kurdistan and Philippines and other places in the world. God will
return and cause a remnant of the Jews, Muslims and Egyptians that will be saved…coming our of
the Babylon system.

Serial
Avatar
Killers

King Author

Thanks to “Rosette Delacroix” for her wisdome to lead
people to The God Culture and her EXCELLENT
DECODING of Movies and Flat Earth Insight. Flat Earth
Decoded #7=taught us Bush is a Moor(Blue Blood=Bad)

Thanks to “Rosette Delacroix” for her wisdome to
lead people to The God Culture and her Truth of
The Flat Earth has inspired us so much!!!

Thanks to Leeland Jones bravery to Spread
the Truth of Enoch’s Prophecies to the
world.

Thanks to Leeland wisdome on the
Sun Clad Woman
Connect the Dots with all the Heavenly signs and Leeland has three woman that could
play the role of the Sun Clad Woman.ie Esther. He has great insight into the Aug. 21,
2017 Great American Solar ECLIPSE. Things like Enoch’s Calendar and converting spoons
to people Revelations only could be in the last days. Story of Esther's application to the
Last Days has been very insightful and revealing.

Thanks to Pastor Ben Heath’s wisdome
on Eclipses (Christian Overcomer)

Thanks to Pastor Ben Heath’s wisdome
on Eclipses (Christian Overcomer)

Thanks to Bethel International Church
Ministries of “Pure King James Bible
Search”

Thanks to Bethel International Church
Ministries of “Pure King James Bible Search”
and Mark Lane and Biblenumbersforlife.com
The Number of
times that the
word occurred
in the King
James Pure
Bible Search

Faith= 247

Ham /Shem=17

Japheth= 11

Here is the Biblenumbersforlife.com analysis derived from Gematria for the
Biblical Numerology Meaning of the Word. Examples of Correlations
between Bible Occurrences and their Gematria Meaning are endless here
are just three examples how you can know better the interpretation of the
Bible.

247

17

11

TREATY
WITH FALSE
MESSIAH

VICTORY

MYSTERY
: Darkness

13

[7]

[5]

19

FAITH

EXPLAINATIO
N

WE MUST HAVE
FAITH IN THE
LAST DAYS

[THE END: Time,
Sword]

SEE THE God
Culture Gold
Series and you
will see that
Ham and shem
are accounted
for

[WEAKNESS:
Child, Hand]

Japheth ie Europe
and America are
tied to Mystery
and darkness

Thanks to Bill Gothard’s wisdome on
the Basic Life Principles

Thanks to Bill Gothard’s wisdome on the Basic Life
Principles. This lead me to a Man in Fort Worth Texas
that explained the Steps Present in Most Spiritual
warfare Battles

Spiritual Warfare Path against any of God’s enemies!!!
1. Worship
2. Obedience
3. Satan will attack you
4. Remember past victories
5. Use a familiar technique
6. Call on the Name of the Lord
7. God will use the enemies weapons on those very
enemies.
8. Restoration

There will not be a third Temple (IF they build one it will be an obamanation. If you struggle with
spiritual things use this 8 step spiritual warfare procedure. It has Really Blessed me in my life. If you

Thanks to Mark Biltz wisdome on the
Tetrad and End Times Events

Thanks to Pastor Mark Biltz’s wisdome
on Blood Moons & Jewish Holidays

Thanks to Dr. David Jay Jordan and his
wonderful Insight into so many Giza
Pyramid Subjects.
Therefore you no longer have to think there is any other
God besides Jesus. He is the ultimate, beside Him there
is No God.

Do contact us at
Davidjayjordan@yahoo.com
or
Goddesstrixie@hotmail.com
Hoping to hear from you !
And see you at His 2nd Coming !

Dr. David Jay Jordan has helped to show us many
Insights/Interpretations from the Giza Pyramid. Some are our
extrapolations from his work and lead us to the Year of Jesus
returning in 2019 his Millennial Reign in. Our extra insight come
from Dr. Jordan's insightful analysis of New Jerusalem when you
convert the furlongs to feet and analyze the Perimeter of the New
Jerusalem Pyramid versus the size of Gods Flat Earth of 15840 Miles
and Diameter and take that Circumference. These two amazing
Numbers divided =528 in Gematria Lead you to the 137 degree
movement in the North pole from the Alaska North Pole59 degrees
latitude and 137 degrees Longitude (Al to its present Location at 90
degrees latitude and 0 Longitude. This also shows us all the 6 stages
of the Processional since the Earth began culminating soon in 2022.
In Addition he has the when you divide these two amazing
numbers you get the multiply of the Giza Pyramid to the Flat Earth
Northern Hemisphere Ratio of 8.23. Of course more important he
has done excellent work on the 6000 Pyramid Inches to show the
connection to Jesus return and we have Detailed that out with
Further Revelations to exactly 6111 or 10 times the slope of the
Giza Pyramid= Return. He showed us Gods Miraculous Use of Phi
the Fibonacci Sequence to design our Body and we have expanded
that to our Flat earth proving its divine design. Not to be USURPED
by the Masons and Demons. Remember sin is a slippery Slope you
start out slow and increase the more you do….

Thanks to Dr. David Jay Jordan and his
wonderful Insight into so many Giza
Pyramid Subjects.

John 1:1 "In the beginning was the Word,
and the Word was with God, and the Word
was God.
The same was in the beginning with God. All
things were made by him; and without him
was not any thing
made that was made. John 1:14 And the
Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us,
(and we beheld his glory,
the glory as of the only begotten of Father,)
full of grace and truth

Thanks to Pastor Mark Biltz’s wisdome on
Blood Moons & Jewish Holidays 266 Graph
showing the issues of the Last days

Thanks to Mark H. Lane’s wisdome on the
Bible Numbers for
Life(Biblenumbersforlife.com)

Number 577 =5777=2017 SECOND COMING OF CHRIST
Number 578 =5778=2018 REBORN PEOPLE REIGN
Number 579 =5779=2019 CITY OF THE LORD PURIFIED
Number 580 =5780=2020 CONDEMNED PRISONERS SET FREE
Number 581 =5781=2021 =5781=2021 ALL SIN FORGIVEN
THEME 46 – RESTORED LIFE (RENEWAL OF ALL THINGS)
Number 582 =5782=2022 EARTH IS A PARADISE

Thanks to Cracker WV He Helped use Understand the Difference between
the Lord of Hosts the Maker of Gen. 2 and our Lord the Creator Gen.
1(Mystery explained in the 1611 King James Bible 611 is the slant of the
Giza Pyramid and 6= Man and Flesh and 11= Mystery and darkness
Note Gods design is perfect the Eyes are
shaped like the Firmament of Heaven!!!
Giving Wisdome to all that care to Look.
Better to look through Gods two created
eyes then the One All seeing eye made up
by the Lord of Hosts

Cracker Wv has helped to show us many
Insights/Interpretations in the Bible of the King James
printed in 1611 AD concerning the Lord of Hosts. At the
Same time it was this analysis that made me realize the
connection of 1611 to Jesus Return. Remember the
Richest Man on the Earth Rothschild some 500 Trillion
Dollars is Referred to as Lord Rothschild ie the earthly king.
The Parliament in England is referred to as the House of
Lords and Commons ie Rulers and Slaves. Along with
Rosette Dela Croix they are helping to see the Deception
right in our own Bibles. The God of Cain is the Lord of Hosts
and he keeps his Blood Line alive even with a Mark and he
threatens to destroy anyone who hurts him. Cain was the
blood line that allowed Heavenly wisdome to build
Megaliths with Giants Offspring of the Nephilim. Cracker
some day I hpe to show your your connection and
discovery of megalithic stuctur3es in West Virginia Matches
the megalithic Pattern established from Teotihuacan(Sun
Pyramid of Mexico to the Sun Pyramid of the Grand
canyon) and This is the Same Lord that had to do Surgery
to Create man ie Trans human Genetic Modifications where
as Our Lord of Gen. 1 had created so many Happy People
living in a Utopia in the image of God.( The Lord of Hosts

Thanks to Cracker WV He Helped use Understand the Difference between
the Lord of Hosts the Maker of Gen. 2 and our Lord the Creator Gen.
1(Mystery explained in the 1611 King James Bible 611 is the slant of the
Giza Pyramid and 6= Man and Flesh and 11= Mystery and darkness

Orange Pyramid has the base corners of Teotihuacan in
Mexico and on the West and Giza Pyramid on the east
with a mystery point it Pinnacle. Noting that its Base
Line passes through West Virginia intersecting the Zip
Code of 25920 . Remember a man named Mr. Moon
invented the zip code system. Mr. Moon is an perfect
anagram of Mormon. Mormans centered in Utah
where they are close to the Badlands and Satan's
return. (Iglesias Ni Cristo a Mason Church from
Philippines has bought land in the Badlands also… g0
figure…)

Thanks to Mark H. Lane’s wisdome on the
Bible Numbers for Life =Clearer
interpretation of the 10 Heavens of Enoch!

Thanks to Mark H. Lane’s wisdome on the
Bible Numbers for Life =Clearer
interpretation of the Flat Earth Numbers
Mystery of the Last Days Dan. 9:2427 Numbers in the FEU Pyramid
Measurements!

Thanks to Mark H. Lane’s wisdome on the
Bible Numbers for Life =Clearer
interpretation of the Flat Earth Numbers

Thanks to Rob Skiba and his Truth
about Flat Earth and Giants and UFO’s

Rob Skiba Seedtheseries.com

Thanks to Rob Skiba and his Truth
about Flat Earth and Giants and UFO’s

Thanks to Jim Brown’s wisdome on the
153 Fishes and Jesus=Way=Narrow=
Tribulation (Grace & Truth Ministries)

Thanks to Jim Brown’s wisdome on the 153 Fishes
*pi=480.6637’ the exact hiehgt of the Giza Pyramid
and look at the Flat Earth Numbers

Mystery of the Last Days Dan. 9:2427 Numbers in the FEU Pyramid
Measurements!

Thanks to Samuel Laboy’s wisdome
on the Giza Pyramid Universal Design

Thanks to Samuel Laboy’s wisdome on the
Giza Pyramid Universal Design=God’s Total
Flat Earth Design!!! Halelujah
Mystery of the 33 Mile Diameter Sun and its size compared to the Flat Earth vs the lies of the Globe Earth Plan.

Thanks to Samuel Laboy’s wisdome on the Giza
Pyramid Universal Design=God’s Total Flat
Earth Design!!! Halelujah

Thanks to Carl Munck/Graham Hancock’s
wisdome on Pyramid’s & Megalith’s
Code’s

Carl Munck’s wisdome lead to The Flat
Earth With Giza Meridian and Yakutat
Alaska North Pole prior to Pelegs day!!!
Mystery of Alaska North Pole the Pole prior to the
Flood and Dividing of the Worlds Land Mass

Karl Muncks wisdome lead to The Flat
Earth With Giza Meridian Predictive
Locations of Megaliths all over the World

Thanks to the people who believe the Earth
is Flat and are never discouraged to spread
this truth despite being ridiculed.

Thanks to the Bible Characters Who
Inspire Us as We Get Closer to God and
Jesus Second Coming!

Thanks to Enoch telling us that the Sun and
the Moon are the same size we were able to
decode the Great American Eclipse!!!

Thank you to My Mother for her support and the purchase of my
King James Bible copyright 1988 by Liberty University. My Father
and Brother were stricken with Mental Illness and truly suffered.
Jesus promises blessing as we share in his suffering!!!

Thank you to My Mother for her support and the purchase of my
King James Bible copyright 1988 by Liberty University. Thank God
for the wisdome that kept this sinner on the Right path to see his
Father and Brother in Heaven one day!!!

3rd page from end of Bible references
2017

2nd page from end of Bible references
2018

Last page of the Bible references 2019. We Pray this is the final Blood Moon before the Millennium
starts sometime soon after Jan. 21,2019!!!

Thank you to all those Giants that came before us that
Laid the Foundation for the Discovery of the Flat Earth
Design Boss!!!

See the Solomon Gold Studies from “The God Culture”
then you will be ready understand the
Nameofthelord777 Wisdome Series on the Flat Earth!!!

Nameofthelord777 Wisdome Series on the
Flat Earth (Acts. 2:17)
(FlatearthisGodsfootstool.com)
Phase I Foundational Samuel Laboy Giza Pyramid Parts 1-6
Phase II Comprehensive Flat Earth Study Developed from the
wisdome Revealed in Phase I Study to the Author
Phase III Summary of Flat Earth Graphics of a Godly
Perspective Exposing the Flat Earth Model as
developed by the Author
Phase IV Lies Lies More Lies don’t let the lies of the Globe
take you to Hell.

Why are the Illuminati and
Masons and Jesuits giving
you the Mocking Tongue???

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Mocking tongue of
Masons

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Hollywood is not just for sinners anymore they are giving
Helpful hints to Saints in these last days: Mocking tongue of
Masons

Why are the Illuminati and
Masons and Jesuits giving
you the Mocking Tongue???
Answer is they know what
you don’t… and they are
blaming the coming of
Christ on Climate Change
and you are buying it!!!

Conclusion

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leelands 14 year plan with Sun and Moon Speed Revelations

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

I’am I’am and the
deceiver is NOT I’AM

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

During the Loosing of the 4 Carpenters (God is killing off
some of his most ardent enemies!!!)

Mark Twain a
mason, speaks
the truth. It is
easier to fool
the people
than convince
them they have
been fooled!!!

God’s Flat Earth: Everything
Comes from Giza Gods witness
and testimony. Isa 19,20
31,504 mi

Great White throne of
Judgment=Rev. 20:11
God’s
Throne

New Jerusalem
=Rev. 20:11

954mi
49,503 mi
1500mi

New Jerusalem Realm

Jesus Abode Realm
31,680 mi.

49,780 mi.
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Sea Level
When Traveling Down the Firmament the Sun changes 10.84 miles
per day in elevation. The Sun and Moon as they both travel a
Fibonacci curve they cris crossing down the firmament creating the 14
phases of the moon. The Moon changes elevation per day by 67.05
miles a day and stays at 45 ° to the Flat Earth North Pole.

God’s Throne = 88022 mi. above the NP = Great
White Throne of Judgment Rev. 20:11

New Jerusalem =
31,504 mi. = Rev. 21:2

4950 mi.

3960 mi.

Sun and Moon Horizontal
Speeds moving in the firmament

2970 mi.

6th = 12,870 mi. Venus & Mars
5th = 7920 mi. Mercury & Earth

7th = 20,790 mi. Saturn & Jupiter Jesus & NJ

Jesus Abode = 31,680 mi.
8th = 33,660 mi. Neptune & Uranus

9th = 54,450 mi. Pluto & Angels

10th Firmament = God’s Throne= 88,022 mi.
(88022 Trump text)

Teaching the keys to the heights
and distances of the Sun and
the Moon from
Sea Level and the
North Pole.

 778 mph at the Tropic of
Cancer (BNM=Good News)
 1037 mph at the Equator
(BNM=Falling Away)
 1296 mph at the Tropic of
Capricorn (BNM= New
Jerusalem)

Sea Level

When Traveling the Firmament, the Sun with a complete cycle = 365.24 days changes 10.84 miles in elevation as it travel a
Fibonacci curve crisscrossing the Moon down the firmament. The Moon creating the 14 phases changes elevation and increases
by 67.05 miles a day with a complete cycle = 59.06 days. Daily snapshots from the same spot will create the Analemma. For
More Details go to flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com

Luke 8:17 For nothing is secret, that shall not be made manifest; neither
any thing hid, that shall not be known and come abroad.

Leeland’s’ Last Day timing with Sun and Moon speeds added
for emphasis

